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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
There are certain basic common learnings believed to be essential 
for all members of a group regardless of their individual ability. status 
or position. These learnings give the group its stability and unity. and 
are shared by all members. These common learnings oonsia,t of the basic 
values by which the group governs or ought to govern its activities. It 
is these common learnings. or core. whioh provides the group with norma-
tive rules. deacriptive principles. facts. and. in addition. methods of 
thinking. points of view. and so on. By these values. they decide what 
is good or bad• desirable or undesirable.l Similarly. in the field of 
pharmacology. there are certain basic common learnings believed to be es-
sential tor all students ot nursing regardless of the clinical area to 
which they are assigned. These are the common learnings needed by all 
professional nurses in order that they nay function effectively in the 
field of nursing. The common pharmacologic learnings consist of basic 
values which are concerned with the safe administration of drugs. Thus. 
they give stabili-ty and uni-ty to all pharmacologic knowledge. understand-
ings. skills and appreciations. and to~ the basis upon which foundation 
conoepts in pharmacology are built. 
lothane1 B. Smith. et al., Fundamentals of Curriculum Development 
(Yonkers-on-Hudson. NnYork, 19GO) • pp. 468. 472. 474. 478. 
Students. in the ba.sio degree program at Boston University School 
of Nursing. are introduced to pharmacology in the Fundamentals of Nursing 
III course. This oourse deals with the oonoepts and principles utilized 
in meeting the health needs of the pl tient. The foous is upon the thera-
peutic measures used by the health team to return the patient to his fam-
ily. Pharmacology runs parallel with the therapeutic D~tasures used by 
the health team. The learning experiences are related to the pre- and 
postoperative D8eds of the essential hypertensive patient. and are pa.-
tient-oentered. This study is one approaoh to determine the answer to 
the questions can patient-centered pre- and postoperative nursing oare 
as taught in a ba.sio degree program (Funcla..n8ntals of Nursing III) be used 
as a oore experienoe for the teaching and the learning of foundation con-
oepta in pharmacology? 
JUSTIFIC.UION OF PROBLEM 
The first olinical auignments. beginning with the 1957-58 Sopho-
more students of Boston University School of Nursing. will include two 
DeW clinical areas, obstetrics and pediatrios, in addition to the medical 
and surgioal area. A study was believed to be timely to determine if 
pharma.oology, as taught in the Fundamentals of Nursing III course, could 
serve as a oore experience for the three aforementioned clinical areas. 
From conversations "'''t'ith instructors in pharmacology and those in the 
olinioal areas. the two common complaints expressed were (1) that a num-
ber of students have great difficulty in determining the dosage of drugs 
when mathematics is involved; a:ad (2) they have poor knowledge conoerning 
the action of drugs. The writer has also found this to be true from 
previous experience as an instructor in pharmacology • and from assisting 
with the supervision of students in the medioal and surgical olinioal 
area. 
The patient-centered approach is used in this study. This approach 
to pharmacology is based on the philosophy that the zeal for learning 
comes from aoti-valy relating what is learned. .Arthur I. Gates and others 
remind us that by relating and organizing knowledge and insights from 
many souroes, education becomes a constant process of discovery, and 
learning a continuous extension and refinement of meanings.2 Thus. 
learning is an active prooeas--we learn by doing. Similarly, the S'budent 
or nursing will be proficient in the desired pharmaoologio behaviors in 
proportion that pharmacologic learnings are made significant. aDd she is 
gi-nn an opportuni"by to practice what she baa learned. 
It is anticipated that the findings from this study will contribute 
toward ( 1) determining the kinds of pharmacologia behaviors needed by be-
ginning students in the first assigned clinical areas of the Boston 
University Sohool of Nursing; Damely. medical and surgical, obstetrics, 
and pediatrics; (2) evolvement of a pharmacology course in the Fundamen-
tals of Nursing III area which will provide for greater development of 
the pharmacologic behaviors needed by beginning students or nursing in 
the :f'irst assigned olinioal areas; (3) developDBnt of a pharmacology 
oourse in the first olinioal areas which will strengthen Fundaam-ta.la of 
Nursing III pharmacology course, as well as develop foundation oonoepts 
in pharmacology; and (4) aouroe ma.terial tor similar studies in the olin-
ioal areas. 
2.Jrthur I. Gates. et al •• Educational Payohology, 2nd ed. (New York, 
1942) • "P. 437. - -
I 
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OOOPE AND LIMITATIONS 
This study is oonoerned with determining what pharmaoologio behav-
iors are needed by beginning S'bldenta of nursing in the first assigned 
olinioal areas in order that they may function effectively, and prooeed 
with the learning of the foundation concepts in pharmaoo logy. The data 
consists of ( 1) the extent to whioh pharmacology was being taught in the 
first assigned clinical areas; (2) pharnacologio learning experiences 
available in the first assigned clinical and Fundame:aCals of Nursing III 
areas; (3) problems and difficulties, observed by instructors, of stu-
dents in the fir.st assigned clinical and Fundamentals of Nursing III 
areas; and ( 4) foundation oonoepts in pharmacology deemed essential, de-
sirable, or nonessential for beginning students of nursing in the first 
assigned olinioal areas. 
This study is limited to determining what pharmaoologio behaviors 
are needed by students of nursing when they begin their :f'irst clinical 
assignment. It is also limited to a selected group of sophomore students 
of Boston Uni ver s1 ty Schoo 1 of' Nursing. 
The data. for this study was collected during the spring semester of 
1957. The time · extended over a fi:f'teen-week period. Fo~r hours weekly 
were devoted to clinical experience; and one hour weekly to :f'ormal olass 
in pharmacology. One section of' sophomore students, si:x: in number, was 
the test group in this study. Two instructors from eaoh of the olinioal 
areas to which students will be first assigned, and the Fundamentals of 
Nursing III area also participated in this study. 
5 
DEFINITION OF TERMS 
Patient-centered nursing care, as used in this .tudy, means that 
one atudent does a 11 of' the nursing procedures, wi. thin her level of' ex-
perience, f'or the patient to Whom she is assigned. 
Core experience means the basio general learnings needed by all 
professional nurses upon which may be developed understandings, skills 
and appreciations in pharmacology. 
The term foundation concept means certain basio pharmaoologic 
knowledge, understandings, skills and appreciations currently believed to 
be necessary in order that the nurse may function effectively; and which 
with minor modifications, are adaptable to all areas of professional nur-
sing. 
PREVIEW OF METHODOLOGY 
The methods used to determine the answer to the question, oan 
patient-oentered pre- and postoperati"f'6 nursing care as taught in a basic 
degree program (Fundamentals of' Nursing III) be used as a oore experience 
f'or the teaching and the learning of foundation concepts in pharmacology? 
were as follows: (l) a structured interview with each instructor in the 
first assigned clinical and Fundamentals of Nursing III areas tor the 
purpose of' determining what problems they had encountered with students 
in pharmacology, and the learning experienoes available in these areas; 
(2) the completion of a questionnaire by the same instructors to ascer-
tain what foundation concepts students of' nursing need when they begin 
their first clinical experience; and (3) the oonduoting of a f'if'teen-hour 
course in pharmacology which included a pretest, two quizze1, f'iw out-
6 
ot-olass assignments, one laboratory period, and a final examination for 
the purpose of' determining the scope ot the course, and gaining a thor-
ough under.tanding of the anticipated findings. 
SEQUENCE OF PRESENTATION 
Chapter two presents a review and discussion of literature from 
which is developed ths h:ypothssis. The setting of this study, a descrip-
tion and developmnt of the tools which 119re used to collect the data, 
and the conditions, under which the data was procured, are found in chap-
ter three. Chapter four contains an analysis of the data. Chapter five 
consists of a brief SU!DDJ:\ry, conclusions, and recommendations of the en-
tire study. 
CHAPTER II 
THEORETICAL FR.Air!Eft'ORK OF THE STUDY 
In Jfaroh, 1957, weber College of Ogden, Utah revealed that one of 
the major areas in which graduates of its two-year nursing program ex-
pressed a deficiency was phaJ"'Iloology. This conclusion was arrived at aa 
a result of questionnaires sent to graduates of the cl8.ss ·of 1956 after 
six months' and one year's employment. The pertinent question wasc 
"What areas do you feel we med to strengthen for the next group of stu-
dentst" Pharmacology was mentioned by each graduate .1 
A study by Doris Diller of ninety-two seacted schools of nursing 
in 1955 and a follow-up in 1966 points up the weaknesses in the area of 
pharmacology. The purpose of this study 118.s to help educators e-valuate 
cancer learning in their schools. Faculty members of the participating 
schools took the ae.me test which was given to the students. This was 
done to provide -validation of the test, and that faculties might know the 
types of questions asked and the scope covered. The test was given to 
the first, second, and third year dipl01DIL students; and to the freshmen, 
sophomore, junior, and senior basic degree students to determine if they 
obtained higher soores in . successive years. This served as a second 
ltt'l'wO Year Nursing Program Special Report," Unpublished, Weber 
College, Ogden, Utah, March, 1956, PP• 7, 9. 
8 
check on the validity of the test.2 It is significant that in general 
"items oonoerning the action of drugs were difficult for the majority of 
students in both 1956 and 1966."3 When measured in terms of what the 
faculty knew, it appeared that the students were not approaching the pos-
sible limit of' their attaill'lll'nt in k:nowledge of drug action.4 Is the 
cause of poor k:nowledge of' the action of drugs due to failure to relate 
pharmacology to everyday nursing care of' patientst Or is it due to lack 
of adequate teaching of the physiologic actions of drugs? Is pharma-
cology taught without being integrated with clinical praotioe'l If so, 
1:;his is not in keeping with the principles of learning. "'Learning takes 
place only during activityr it is never a plssive process of absorption, 
but on the contrary, a very active process of reaoting."6 Pharmacology 
should be related to nursing oare throughout the program., and not juat 
during the three or four month period of formal pharmacology claseea. 
Learning experienoes should be utilized ao that students will become sen-
sitiw to factors in the total nursing situation which influeiJOe the ef-
feats of drug therapy. 
J.llen Samuel Blumgarten, in 1921, made the following observation: 
"Fourteen years of teaching materia medica to nurses has taught me the 
2Doris Diller, "An Investigation of Cancer Learning in Ninety-Two 
Selected Sohools of Nursing," Slddmore College Deplrtment of Nursing, New 
York, 1956, PP• 9, 11. 
3Diller, •An Ill'vestigation of Cancer Learning in Ninety-One Selected 
Sohools of Nursing," 2nd report, Skidmore College Department of Nursing, 
New York, 1956, p. 36. 
4oiller, 1955, p. 30. 
6Jrthur I. Gates, Educational Psychology (rev. ed._. llew York_. 
September. 1933), p. 254. 
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folly of' requiring nurses to memorize preparations. They learn the com-
mon preparations best by using them in the wards and in the laboratory. "6 
He found that difficulties occurred both 1n drugs and solutions, and in 
materia medica p-oper. Dif'tioulties 1n the study of' solutions and prep-
aration ot doses were due to two taotorss "'(1) weakness in arithmetic, 
and (2) failure to supplement the classwork in solutions with practical 
ward experienoes."7 The latter is believed, by Blumgarten, to be the 
main dif'f'ioulty.e 
In 1924, the dif'fiou1ties which stella Goostray enoountered with 
students in drugs and solutions were very similar to those observed by 
BlUIIl.g&.r'ten. 9 Jlm.ost a half century ago, Mary _)(. Riddle noted the S8liJB 
dif'fioulties.lO Aooording to an article by ~le M. Spencer, president of 
Science Research Associates, ma.tb.estics is one of the three key reasons 
tor the "98.st majority of turn-dorms by American colleges.ll 
! Curriculum Guide .!.2!:. Schools 2!. Nursil:$, recommends that methods 
for computing and ma.ldng solutions be included in the course, Introduo-
tion to Nursing Arts, and a review of the arithmetic involved in 'the ad-
ministration of' drugs be effected through individual assignments. A pre-
6Jllen Samuel BlUIIl.g&.r'ten, "A Criticism•" The American Journal of 
Nursing, XXI (June. 1921), 647. - -
7Blumga.r'ben. "Clinical and Practical llethods for Teaching Materia 
Medica,"~. XXXI (June, 1931). 669. 
8Ibid. 
9stella Goo stray, "Teaching Drugs and Solutions," ~ .. XXIV (February, 
1924), 389. 
l.OJ.fary M. Riddle • "Hospital and Training School Administration." AJN, 
XIII (December, 1912), 206. -
llLyle K. Spencer. "How to Get into College--and Stay There, Boston 
10 
test in arithmetic was advised to determine the nsed for suoh individual 
study.l2 From the writer's personal experience and examination of the 
nursing school catalogues, many of the schools have not accepted this 
suggestion. Drugs and solutions is usually taught as a separate oourse. 
It appears, from the writer's experience, that many students begin 
the course in pharlllloology with the idea that it is only so 11111ch ground 
which has to be co-vered--a slightly superfluous but trouble some academic 
requirement. When pharmacology is reduced to mere rote memory • it is apt 
to beoome a drudgery to the student; however, when related to the pa-
tient-situation, it appears to be more interesting and tends to stimulate 
the student to take on the challenge more oheerf'ully. 
This study • therefore • advocates that foundation oonoepts in phar-
maoology must be carried far in their development, and 11111st finally be in 
the possession or all professional nurses. Nelson B. Henry states that 
concepts are the results of continuous changes with experience, and rray 
be expected to be at different po1n:ts on the continuum. of meaningfulness 
along their line of developmnt.l3 Learning experiences should be re-
lated to one another horizontally • and they should also be sequentially 
organized so that a systematic body of ideas .and activities will be con-
tinuously expanded into a larger and more meaningf'ul pattern.l4 
SUndaz Herald, This Week Magazine, June 9, 1957, p. llB. 
12A Curriculum Guide for Schools or Nursil!J5 (2nd rev. ed., New York, 
193sr; P· 31s. - -
laJ.slelson B. Henry, ed., The For,.-Ninth Yearbook of the National 
Society tor the study of EciU'Oation Chicago, Uni-versity of Chicago, 
1950). p:lo9. -
l4.&rthur I. Gates • .!:: ~·· Eduoa.tional Psychology (2nd ed •• New York, 
1942), P• 417. . 
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BASES OF HYPOTHESIS 
"students who get real seat .f'rom learning are those who actively 
relata what they learn, instead of compartmentalizing it and leaving it 
neatly wrapped up in course packages. By relating and organizing know-
ledge and insights from many aouroe a, they nake education a constant pro-
cess of' discovery, and learning the continuous extension and refinement 
of meaning.nl5 By introducing pbarmacology in the Flmdamentals of' Nur-
sing III area, and using the pl tient-oentared approach, the motivation 
and needs of the learner are betwr served. Provision is made tor the be-
ginning d.evelop1a9nt of' pha.rJE.oologio concepts. The oonoept, cubic centi-
meter, tor example, belongs to the metric system unit of' capacity idea, 
and it gets its first core meaning f'rom this class idea. Then, with ex-
perience, changes occur through differentiation among members of the 
class. Distinotion, unnoted at first, become il!lportant. Cubic centi-
meter ia seen to have characteristics which are peculiar to it, and which 
aeparate it .f'rom other metric system ideas such as the metric system unit 
of' mass or unit of' length idea. Concepts, in their development, reveal 
changes with respect to other dimensions. Changes occur in their impli-
cations, relationships, ramiticationa, transferability, and figurative-
ness. The term cubic centimeter oarries with it certain implications as 
to volume, relationship to a liter, quart, pint, milliliter, minim, and 
grain. Cubic centimeter is no longer merely a particular member of the 
metric system unit of' capacity idea; instead, it becomes a part of' other 
systems of ideas. Learning is one of' integration. The learner discovers 
16Ibid., P• 437. 
I 
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common qualities of 'the oonoept, cubio centimeter, in objects which were 
not in ita class to begin with and extends use of the oonoept into new 
relationships. 
No one oan giw the learner his concepts. If he is to ha"'8 them at 
all, he must oonstruot them. out of his own experienoe.l6 Arthur T. 
Jereild states that knowledge and understanding are influenced profoundly 
by a. factor which might be oa.lled seasoning. In many areas, it appears 
that, in order to grasp oerta.in meaDinga, it is necessary that an a.oou-
mulation of impressions and experiences be distributed owr a period of 
developmnt as distinguished from impressions concentrated within a limi-
'ted period of time. It has been found that dramatic, oharged-.rith-emo-
tion impressions conoentrated within a short period of time, do not 
usually produce the same grasp of m1uming as do those whioh result from 
an aooumulation of impressions and information over a longer period of 
time.l7 Thus, it is the responsibility of those who teaoh to seleot and 
provide 18arning experiences in whioh students may adequately and enthu-
siastically develop desired oonoepts. Likewise, it is important that 
teachers keep in mind that it ~~~ time to formulate concepts, and that 
learning proceeds stepwise from level to level. 
On the basis of the above discussion and the f'act that learning 
prooeeda stepwiee from level to level. the writer has posed the following 
hypothesiss patient-centered pre- and postoperatiw nursing care, as 
taught in a. basic degree program (Fundamentals or Nursing III) • can func-
16J!enry, p. 112. 
17Arthur T. Jersild, Child Psychology (New York, Prentice, 1947) • PP• 
389-390. 
'tion as & oore experience for the teaching and the learning of foundation 
concepts in pharmacology. 
In 'the uext ohapter • & de scription &nd development of the tools 
used to prooure da'ti!L tor the investigation of this hypothesis will be 
given. 
ClW"l'ER III 
:METHODOLOGY 
To an.swer the prinary question of this study: can patient-centered 
pre- and postoperative nursing care as taught in a basic degree program. 
(Fundamentals of Nursing III) be used as a oore experience for the teach-
ing end the learning of foundation concepts in pharmacology?: it seemed 
nece s sary to determine (1) to what extent pharmacology was being taught 
in the first assigned clinical areas; (2) what learning experienoes were 
a-vailable in the areas oonoernedJ {3) what problems end difficulties the 
instructors had encountered with previous classes; and (4) what know-
ledge. understandings. skills and apprecie.tiona students of nursing need 
in the first assigned clinical ereas in order that they might begin to 
function effectively in the field of pharmacology. 
It seemed logical that answers to the four phases of the primry 
question under study could best be obtained from those who actually 
taught students of mraing in the first assigned clinical areas. There-
tore • data was collected from three source sa ( 1) the eight instructors 
who taught in the first assigned clinical areas and in {2) Fundamentals 
of Nursing III. and from (3) activities of the pharmacology course. 
The interview and questionnaire methods 11ere used to secure data 
from the first two sources. The interview procedure was selected because 
certain types of information could be secured only by direct contact with 
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people. It was felt that the stimulation of p3rsonal oonte.ot with the 
interviewee would "draw out" information that would otherwise be diffi-
cult to obtain.l Selection of the questionnaire procedure was for the 
purpose of securing responses to the same items from. all respondents. 
This method provided for standardization and objectivity of items by 
singling out particular aspects of the situation which were significant 
to the purpose of this study)! 
The clinical areas in which the interviewed instructors worked were 
located in three different hospitals of Metropolitan Boston. Two of 
these were general hospitals. and the other one a special hospital tor 
children. 
!he background of the eipt instruotors showed varied lengths of 
teaching experience. The two instructors in the medical and surgical 
area had bad nine and fifteen years teaching experience, respectively. 
In the obstetric area, one instructor bad had three -years of teaching 
experience • while the other instructor ws begimrl.ng her first year of 
teaching. The teaching experienoe of each of the two instructors in the 
pediatric area was five years. Both instructors in the Fund.tunentals of 
Nursing III area had had fi w years of teaching experience. 
The third source from which data was procured was activities of tile 
pharmacology course. The pretest, course outline, and the final examina-
tion, which was originally planned and developed by the Fundamentals of 
Nursing III faculty for use by the entire class, was used. The course 
lcarter V. Good and Douglas E. Scates, llethods 2!_ Research (New York~ . 
.lpp:teijon, 1954), p. 637. 
2Ibid., p. 606. 
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was conducted by the writer for t.he purpose of determining the scope and 
gaining a thorough understanding of the anticipated findings. The objec-
tives of the course were con.oerned with de"'i'eloping beginning understand-
ings, skills and appreciations in the. field of phal"'lltoology. These ob-
jectiws are listed in Appendix D. 
The course was deSigned to run parallel with the study of pre- e.nd 
postoperative nursing care ot Mrs • .Antinelli, an imaginary J;atient who 
was admitted to the hospital with a diagnosis of essential hypertension. 
The course was divided into two units. Unit one dealt with a study of 
drugs and solutions. Unit two was concerned with the oommom. important 
drugs used in the treatment of pre- and postoperative essential hyperten-
sion. The course extended over a ISriod of fifteen hours. The course 
outline is presented in Appendix D. Drugs were discussed trom the stand-
point of source, therapeutic action and uae, untoward effects, toxicology, 
preparation of dosage, and mode of administration. 
One section or the Boston University School of Nursing's sophomore 
class, comprising six students, was the test group for this study. The 
course was conducted in a general hospital in lletropalitan Boston. .A. 
nonsegregated medical and surgical unit, llbioh had a. capacity of twenty-
eight pLtients, was uaed for clinical experience. 
DEVELOPMENT OF TOOLS AND PROCUREMENT OF DATA 
The tools used to collect data from the three sources were devel-
oped o-ver a period of tiro .months. Before the structured interview and 
the questionnaire could be develo~d. the foundation oon.oepts had to be 
selected and identified. This was done by reviewing pharmacology text-
books, writings in professional nursing, and allied periodicals on the 
l'T 
subject. The foundation concepts were selected by the writer and re-
vi8'1'18d by a seminar group, two instructors in the master's degree pro-
gram, and two instructors in the basic degree program. Forty-three items 
were listed as important in the de-velopment of foundation concepts in 
pharmacology. The origin and validity of' the oonoepts were reviewed and 
discussed by the seminar group, and the instructors mentioned above. The 
reviewers suggested that the. items be reduced in number and separated 
into three groupss (1) foundation concepts, (2) items which elicited 
problems encow:rtered by students of ·nursing, and (3) items which indica-
ted pharmacologic learning experiences available in the clinical area. 
Some of the items were restated prior to listing them in the three cate-
gories stated abo-ve. A structured interview was then developed as a tool 
for collecting data. The purposes of' the interview were to ascertain 
(l) what problems the instructors bad encountered with students in phar-
mcology and (2) the pharmacologia learning experiences available in the 
clinical areas concerned. 
The first draft of 1:he structured interview contained twenty-one 
items. It was reviewed by the semi:car group and the two instructors in 
the master's degree program. On the basis ,of their stlggestions, the 
phrasing of the ·items was changed and the number reduced to airteen. The 
design of' the structured interview was again reviewed,. and further aug-
. geations as to form and the deletion of items were made. The final form 
of the structured inteni.ew. as shown in Appendix .J., consisted of four-
teen 1 tems which required a free -answer re.sponse. The de sign of the in-
terview fonn. utilized three ool'umns. The first column contained those 
items relating to the problems in pharmacology encountered by instructors 
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with students of nursing. and 'the phal"J!Bcologic learning experiences 
available in t.fte -clinioa 1 areas. The second column was designed for re-
cording 'the answers 'to the ques-tions in colUDIIl one. A third column was 
tor the purpose of recording examples of incidents which verified the 
answer stated in column two. There were two trial runs of' the structured 
in-terview with di sintere rrted graduate-nurse students prior to its use. 
The length of time required for the interview was thirty minutes. 
Appointments were made during the last month of the semester 'to in-
tervi81f the eight instructors in the clinical and Fundamentals of Ifursing 
III areas. The purposes of the interview were explai:ned to each partici-
pant before the writer proceeded with the interview. 
The second 'tool used to collect data. was the questionnaire. The 
purpose of the questionnaire was to determine which foundation concepts 
the student of nursing needs when she begins her first clinical experi-
ence. 
There were twenty-we founda-tion conoepts in the firs-t dra.f't of the 
~estionnaire. These concepts. along with 'the que.tionnaire form. were 
reviewed by the same groups which reviewed the s-tructured in-terview form. 
Following a discussion wi'th 'the above groups. 'the conoep'ts were reduced 
'to fourteen and resta-ted as knowl8dge. understandings. skills and appre-
ciations needed by students of nursing in the first assigned clinical 
areas in order tha't 'they may function effectively in the field of pharma-
cology. The final form of 'the que s'tionnaire • found in Appendix B • was 
designed wi'th four columns. The first oolUJIDl consisted of thirteen foun-
da-tion concepts and one question which required a free-answer response. 
The remaining columns permi-tted the re sponden't to indicate by checking 
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whether each listed concept was essential. desirable or nonessential. At 
the end of the questionnaire. a space was provided for a tull reply to 
the question referring to the type of problem. or problems that seemed 
mosii difficult tor students. A trial run of the questionnaire was made 
with a graduate-nurse student prior to its use by the instructors. The 
length of time required to answer the questioiiilaire was ten minutes. The 
questionnaire data was procured following the completion of the interview. 
The writer remaiDsd with the respondent while the questionnaire was being 
answered. The purpose of this •s two-fold: (l) to ·answer or clarity 
any possible inquiries about the questionnaire., and (2) to encourage an 
early completion of the questionnaire. 
The pharmacology course consisted of fifteen one-hour class pe-
riods. A pretest -.s gi'Wl'l during the first week of the course. The ob-
ject of the pretest was to determiDe in which area or areas of arithmetic 
students needed help. The pretest dealt with calculations which in-
volwd common fractions. deoimla. equi'VU.lsnt forms of percentage. and 
Roman and Arabic numerals. See .Appendix C tor the pretest. Forual ac-
tivities of the course imluded the following: (1) five out-of-olaas 
assignments. (2) one laboratory period., (3) two quizzes. and (4) a final 
examination • 
.All of the out-of-class assignments were developed by the writer 
except the diagrammatic drawing of the central nervous system. Two of' 
the out-of-class assignments dealt primarily with understanding the prin-
ciples underlying the DLthematical calculations involved in aolving 
problems. ODe of these consisted of the following types of problems as 
found in Appendix Er (1) preparing a smaller dose from a larger tablet. 
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(2) preparing a larger dose from a smaller tablet, and (3) preparing so-
lution from a full-etrength drug. The formula used to solw these prob-
lema was 
De sired atren.gth Q .... i+- De sire Q .... 1~ ! ~' _ t3 A'ft.ilable •trength % uan:" .. .., ' or Haw x uan... ....., • or H x '· - amoun: 
The seoond ot the two assi~nta {Appendix F) dealing with principles 
involwd in aolT.tng problema was similar to the .first exoept that it oon-
tained material on oommon and deoimal .tractions, ratio and proportion, 
and three types of problems. The different types of problems were (1) 
preparing a larger dose from a smaller tablet, (2) preparing dosa~ when 
strength is stated as so maey grams in so :many cubic centimeters, (3) 
preparing dosage when strength is stated as so many units in so many ou-
bic centimeters. The proportion method, 
Desired strength : available strength;:;:: solute : total aolution4 
was used. 
A diagrammatic portrayal ot the site and the listing of the thera-
peutio aotion and use of morphine and atropine, respectively, constituted 
two assignments. The purposes ot these two assignments were to enhanoe 
and st:lmula te student learning. The drugs selected tor the assignments 
were made on the basis that students needed an understanding of the opium 
and atropine group ot drugs in relation to the oare o.t the pre- and post-
operative, essential, . hypertensive patient. These assigmoonts, · inoluding 
the diagram, are presented in Appendix H. 
~~ne Faddis and Herschel E. Grime, The Mathematios of Solutions 
~ Dosa~, Inoluding Simple Arithmetic (3r<red., Phi!adel'Phia, 1948), 
P. as. 
4rbid., p. 113. 
-
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The chart. Medications Prepared and .Administered by students. oom.-
prised the f'if'th assignment and "'IIB.S the tool. designed by the writer. to 
collect data. from. aoti'rtties of the pharmacology course.- The purposes of 
the cha.rt were (1) to identity the types and kinds of pharmacologic 
learning experiences that were available in the Fundemantals of Nursing 
III area. and (2) to serve as a learning experie:me for the student. The 
first dratt of' the chart contained the following inf'ormationc name and 
diagnosis of the patient; 118dioa.tion given. including dose. time and 
channel of administratiOnJ olassitioation of drugs administered according 
to systemic action. drug group or groups; and. the action of the drug in 
relation to the patient to whom it lft.S gi-ven. The ohart was renewed by 
the seminar group and the two instructors in thB master 1 s degree program. 
The writer was informed that the term diagnosis could not be used because 
Fun.da.menta.ls of Nursing III •a not a. disease-oriented course. Therefore. 
the final form of the cha.rt used (Appendix G) oonta.iDed the above informa-
tion 1rl th exception of the diagnosis or the patient. 
The purpose of the ohart was explained to the students, and an ex-
ample of how the cha.rt should be kept was given. Each atm.ent kept a 
record of the medications which she prepared and administered to patients 
on this form. 
One of the classes was in the form of a laboratory. the direotions 
tor which may be found in Appendix I. The objeot of' the laboratory pe-
riod wa.s to help the students to acquire a better understanding of' equi-
-valent measures and principles underlying the solution of oerts.in types 
of problems. The principal areas of this exercise were equivalent mea-
sures. preparation ot solutions from full-strength drug, and weaker solu-
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tion fro.m a stock solution including the mathematical calculations. 
The two quizzes (.Appendices J and K) were prepared by the writer. 
The purpose of the quizzes was to find out to what extent the students 
were learning the material that was being currently taught. Quiz number 
one oontained questions pertaining to pharmacologic history, drug stand-
ards and legislation, Roman and Arabic numerals, unit symbols and abbre-
viations, equivalent measures, and principles underlying the pouring and 
administration of drugs. Quiz number "biro dealt with different types of 
problems including the formula and the mathematics invol-ved in their so-
lution. The types ~ problems included were concerned with (1) preparing 
& larger dose from a smaller tablet, {2) preparing a smaller dose from a 
larger tablet, (3) prep.ring dosage when trtrength or solution is stated 
as so :ma.ny grams in so many cubic centimeters, {4) preparing a weaker so-
lution from a stock solution, (5) preparing solution from full-strength 
solution, {6) preparing solution from a tablet, and {7) preparing solu-
tion o£ a given strength from o:ae or more tablets ot a trtated strength. 
The students spent four hours per week in the olinical unit during 
which time they were supervised continuously in the preparation of oral 
and parenteral medications. Eaoh student was supervised three times in 
the administration of oral medications and, throughout the fifteen-week 
period, in the adminisbration of pu-enteral mdications. The investiga-
tor checked daily the charting or the medications which eaoh student ad-
ministered • 
.A final examination was given during the last week of the course. 
The purpose of the examination was to assist in evaluating the students 
in relation to the goals of the pharmacology course and to what was ex-
pected of them in the first assigned clinical areas. The exam:ina;bion 
(Appendix L) contained several types of problems concerned with the prep-
aration of dosage and solutions. These problems, in turn, comprised the 
following specific elements: the preparation of dosage (1) when strength 
of solution is stated as so many grams in so many oubio centimeters, (2) 
when strength is stated as so many units in so many co., (3) when 
strength is abated in per cent, (4) when the dose is larger than the 
available dose, and (5) the preparation of solution from full-strength 
drug. 
The findings from all data procured in this investigation will be 
treated in some detail in the following chapter. 
CH.APTER IV 
FINDINGS: PRESENTATION AND DIOOUSSION OF DMA 
The findings will be discussed, evaluated and interpreted in the 
following sequence: (1) interviews, (2) questionnaires, and (3) activi-
ties of the pharmacology course. 
INTERVIEWS 
The data from the interviews will be presented under three head-
ings: (1) the extent to whioh pharmacology was being taught in the first 
assigned olinioal areas (medical and surgical, pediatrics, obstetrics) 
and Fundanentals of Nursing III area, (2) the laarning experiences avail-
able in the four areas oonoerned, and (3) problems and difficulties en-
countered by instructors with students of nursing in these areas. 
The interview data revealed that formal classes in pharmacology 
were being taught in the medical and surgical, Fundamentals of Nursing 
III, and, to some extent, in the pediatrics areas. In the medical and 
surgical area, the course included all types of drugs except those whioh 
predominantly affect the reproductive system. The course was integrated 
with mdical and surgical disease conditions. Pharmacology, in the Fund-
amentals of Nursing III area, included drugs and solutions, and the pre-
and postoperative medications of essential hypertension. In the pedia-
tric area, a formal olass was given on the preparation of dosage when the 
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de sired dose is smaller than the available dose, and when the de sired 
dose is larger than the a-vailable dose. The drugs used in the treatment 
of epilepsy and tuberoular menningitis were discussed formally. Formal 
classes in pharmacology were not conducted in the obstetric area. 
All four areas taught pharmacology informally. In the medical and 
surgical area incidental instruction was given in relation to the admin-
istration of drugs to specific assigned p:~.tients. The therapeutic and 
to:xio effects of the drugs were discussed with the student. In the pedi-
atric area, the informal teaching comprised a study oi' uew and unfamiliar 
drugs, and quizzes on the therapeutic action of drugs. In the obstetric 
area, the informal plan of teaching was a general orientation and review 
of the drugs used (barbiturates, narcotics, scopolamine) with emphasis 
upon the large dose given to obstetric patients. students in the Funda-
mentals of Nursing III area were required to know the action of those 
drugs which they p-epe.red and administered. The instructor interrogated 
the students on the therapeutic action, toxic symptoms, and dosage of 
drugs. The students were cognizant of this procedure, and voluntarily 
looked up the pharmacodynamics of medications they did not know. PharuwJ.-
oology textbooks and other current references were available in the medi-
cal and surgical unit. 
Secondly, the interview findings revealed that there were learning 
experiemes available in the use of both systems of weights and neasures 
in all areas e:x:cept one. The me trio system was used in all the four 
areas concerned. The apothecary system was used in all areas except pe-
diatrics. In the obstetric area, the dosages were usually ordered in 
milligrams or grains. This, alone, would seem to indioate the need for 
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students of nursing to have an understanding and skill in the use of both 
systems of weights and measures. The channel used most frequently in the 
administration of drugs was oral. The intramuscular ch.an.Del of adminis-
tration ranked ~xt in frequency of use. Drugs were seldom given subcu-
taneously in the medical am surgical~ pediatric, and Funda11)9ntals of 
Nursing III areas, and practically not giwn at all through this channel 
in tJl.e obstetric area. This appears to indicate that there was limited 
opportunity for students to develop skill in the administration of subou-
taneous medications in t~ areas investigated by this study. 
Table I shows that 50 per cent of the instructors thought that stu-
dents beginning their first clinioal e:iq:erienoe should have a knowledge 
of the anti biotic and barbiturate groups of drugs. A knowledge of tM 
tbera:teutie action of the digitalis~ cardia-o stimulaJ:lt~ antispasmodic~ 
narcotic, and vitamin drug groups were considered by 25 per oent of the 
instructors as being important for students to know. These findings aeem 
to imply that students will be preparing and administering medications 
belonging to these drug groups; a.nd~ therefore, this may be considered 
another learning-experiel:lCe area. One clinical instructor in medical and 
surgical nursing felt that an understanding and skill in the preparation 
of dosage and solutions only was important for beginning students. 
Learning experienoes in the administration of subcutaneous mdica-
tiona Yrere limited in all of the areas in-vestigated. The aata indicated 
that learning experiences involving certain drug groups were limited in 
the pediatric and obstetric areas. This also applied to the medical and 
surgical, and Fundamentals of Nursing III areas, to some extent. It ap-
pears, to this in-vestigator, that form.al olasses in pharmacology will be 
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TABLE I 
DRUG GROUPS 'WHICH INSTRUCTORS FELT THAT STUDENTS OF NURSING SHOULD RAVE A 
KNOWLEDGE OF 'WHEN THEY BEGIN THEIR FIRST CLINICAL ASSIGNMENT 
Instructor 
Drug Group .Numoer Percentage 
Antibiotic 4 50.0 
Barbiturate 4 50.0 
Antispasmodic 2 25.0 
cardiac 2 25.0 
Narootio 2 25.0 
Vitamin 2 25.0 
Antipyretic 1 12.5 
-
--- Coagulant 1 12.5 
Diuretic 1 12.5 
Respiratory Stimulant 1 12.5 
Tranquilizer 1 12.5 
Vasodi1ater 1 12.5 
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meded in all of the first assigned clinical areas. 
Thirdly. the problems and difficulties which instructors encoun-
tered with students of nursing involved mathematics, pri.Darily. The 
areas in mthematios which instructors found to be most difficult for 
students, presented in Table II. were proportion and ratio; multiplica-
tion, addition, and division of common fractions; and decimal fractions. 
Fifty per cent of the instructors found that students had difficulty with 
proportion and ratio, and multiplication or oomm.on fractions. For exam-
ple, students could usually state the proportion formula for the solution 
of a problem, but did not understand tile mthematics involved. Thirty-
seven and one-half per cent of the instructors found that decimal frac-
tions, and addition and division of. common fractions were most difficult 
for students. In addition to these difficulties, many students had no 
conception of the size of' fractions from the standpoint of judging which 
was the SDaller or larger. For instance, if the dose ordered (give atro-
pine gr. 1/200 from tablets labeled gr. 1/100) was smaller than the 
a'ft.ilable dose, many students thought that two atropine tablets gr. 1/100 
should be the n\Dllber or atropine tablets needed in order to give atropine 
gr. 1/200. Fifty per cent of the instructors stated that the two types 
of problems with which the students had the most difficulty were those 
that involved the preparation of a smaller dose from a larger dose, and 
conversely. 
Fifty per cent of the instructors, as shown in Table III, found 
that students had most difficulty in con-verting both from metric to 
apothecary units and from apothecary to metric units. Thirty-seven and 
one-half per cent of these instructors stated that students also had dif-
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TABLE II 
TEE AREAS IN MA.TEEMATICS WHICH INSTRUCTORS FOUND TO BE MOST DIFFICULT FOR 
STUDENTS OF NURSING 
Instructor 
Areas in Mathematics Most Difficult tor students Number Percentage 
Proportion and Ratio 4 - 50.0 
Multiplication of Common Fractions 4 50.0 
Addition of Common Fractions 3 37.5 
Division of Cammon Fractions 3 37.5 
Decimal Fractions 3 37.5 
ficulty converting within the mtric system. These findings seem to im-
ply that the students had a poor background in mathematics and an inade-
quate understanding and skill in tle use of the metric and apothecary 
systems. 
students had poor manual skill in the w.i thdrEI.lnll of solution in the 
preparation of parenteral medication when using the spoon-e.nd-le.mp equip-
ment. Poor technique was also displayed in the transferring o:f medica-
tion, especially tablets, from the stock bottle to the medicine glass. 
The reasons for these diffioulttes may possibly bava been due w the fact 
that the students had not had saffioient pra.ctioe nor time for developing 
skill in withdrawing solutions from spoons and bottles, and the failure 
to tmderste.nd and appreciate the principles underlying the pouring and 
administration of medications. 
QUESTIONNAIRES 
The data from the questionnaire will be discussed in relation to 
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TABLE III 
AREAS Tif THE USE OF TEE SYSI'EMS OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES WHICH INSI'RUCTORS 
FOUND TO BE MOSI' DIFFICULT FOR Sl'UDENT S OF NURSING 
Instructor 
Difficulty in Converting Number Percentage 
Metria System to Apothecary 4 50.0 
Apothecary System to Metria 4 50.0 
Within the Metria System ~ 37.5 
the knowledge. 'tmderstandings. and skills needed by students of' nursing 
in the first assigned clinical areas ( 1) in computing and preparing do-
sages. and (2) in the administration of drugs. Only those questionnaire 
responses above 37.5 per oent were considered significant by the writer. 
The types of' problems 'VIhioh the respondents thought students should 
haw an understanding and beginning skill in solving are shown in Table 
IV. Sixty-two and ons-half per oent of the respondents considered 
these two types of' problems essential: (1) when strength of solution is 
stated as so many units in so me.ny cubic aentilooters. and (2) when 
strength of solution is stated as so many grams in so many aubio aenti-
meters. Thirty-seven and one-half' per aent of the respondents considered 
it essential for students to have an understanding and beginning skill in 
.solving the folloYring :f'our types o£ problems: (1) smaller dose from a 
larger tablet. (2) larger dose from a smaller tablet. (3) solution from 
full-strength solution. and (4) weaker solution from a stock solution. 
Fifty per oent at the respondents in Table V considered it desire.-
ble for students to haw an understanding and begim1ing skill in prepar-
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TABLE IV 
TYPES OF PROBLEMS WHICH INSTRUCTORS CONSIDERED ESSENTIAL FOR STUDENTS TO 
HAVE AN UNDERSTANDING AND BEGINNING SKILL IN SJLVING 
Type of Problem 
When strength of solution is stated 
as so many units in so many oo. 
When strength of solution is stated 
as so many Gm. in so many oc. 
Smaller dose from a larger tablet 
Larger dose from a smaller ta. blet 
Solution from full-strength drug 
Weaker solution from a stock solution 
Solution from tablets 
Solution of a given strength from a 
given amount of a stronger solution 
Solution of a giwn strength from 
one or more tablets of a stated 
strength 
Ylhen strength of solution is stated 
in per cent 
Instructors 
Number Percentage 
5 62.5 
5 62.5 
3 37.5 
3 37.5 
3 37.5 
3 37.5 
2 25.0 
2 25.0 
25.0 
2 25.0 
~ 
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TABLE V 
FOUNDATION CONCEPrS BELIEVED BY 50 PER CENT OR MORE OF THE I NSI'RUCTORS TO 
BE DESIRABLE OR NONESSENTIAL FOR STUDENTS OF NURS!NG WHEN THEY BEGIN 
THEIR FIRST CLINICAL ASSIGNMENT 
Desirable Nonessential 
Foundation Concepts Num- Per- Num- .t'er-
ber cEintal!'e ber oente.e:e 
An understanding and e. beginning skill in 
preparing and administ ering subcutaneous 
medications 5 62.5 
An understanding and beginning skill in 
preparing a larger dose from a smaller 
tablet 4 50.0 1 12.5 
An understanding and beginning skill in 
computing dosage when strength is stated 
in per oen:t 4 50.0 2 25.0 
An understanding and beginning skill in 
computing and preparing e. solution from 
tablets 2 25.0 4 50.0 
An understanding and beginning skill in 
computing and preparing a solu~ion from 
one or more tablets of a stated strength 2 25.0 4 50.0 
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1ng a larger dose from a smaller tablet, and preparing solutions when 
strength is stated in per cent. Similarly, the sa.me percentage thought 
it nonessential for students to have an understanding and beginning skill 
in computing and preparing solutions from tablets, and solutions from 
one or more tablets of a stated strength. 
The computation or a SDBller dose from a larger dose was considered 
moat difficult for students by 75 per cent of the respondents in Table 
VI. Sixty-two and one-half per cent of' these respondents felt that the 
computation of a larger dose from a smaller dose was most difficult for 
students. Only 25 per cent of the instructors stated that the calcula-
tion of dosage when strength is stated as so many grams in so many cubic 
centineters was most difficult for students. 
It is wortbnhile to note that the two types of problems which were 
judged essential for student.s to have an understanding and beginning 
skill in solving, by most of the instructors, were not considered most 
difficult by them. This, apparently, was due to 'the learning experiences 
in the clinical areas which provided an opportunity for students to gain 
practice in solving these types of problems. The analysis of the data in 
Table IV seems to support this opinion. It also seems reasonable to be-
lieve that the types of problems accounted essential for students should 
be those in which the dosage of medications computed are similar to the 
ones frequently ordered in the clinical area. 
From the present evidence, it seems that most of the medications 
ordered which required the calculation of dosage could be classified un-
der two 1111.in headings: (1) solid drug in solution, and {2) dosage from 
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TABLE VI 
TYPES OF PROBLEMS CONSIDERED MOST DIFFICULT FOR STUDENTS OF NURSil~G BY 
INSTRUCTORS 
/ 
Types of Problems 
Computation of a smaller dose from a larger 
tablet 
Computation or a larger dose from a smaller 
tablet 
Computation of dosage when the strength is 
stated as so many grams in so many co. 
Instructors 
Number Percentage 
6 75.0 
5 62.5 
2 25.0 
tablets.l If students understood the principles underlying the formula. 
used in the problems under these two headings, and were given an oppor-
tunity to pra.otioe what they had learned, their difficulties would prob-
ably decrease in proportion. Therefore, the learning experiemes sel.ec-
ted should be those that will provide for the de"Velopment of understand-
ings and skills in solving different types of' problems with emphasis upon 
those types which coeur most frequently in the olinioal areas. 
The concept dealing with the preparation and administration of oral 
medications, in Table VII, was considered essential for students of nur-
sing in the first assigned clinical areas by all of' the respondents. 
Eighty-seven and one-half per cent of the respondents thought that an un-
der&tanding and beginning skill in the interpretation of doctors' orders, 
and an understanding and skill in the use of the metric system were ea-
lMargene o. Faddis and Herschel E. Grime, The Mathematics of Solutions 
and Doaage Including Simple .Ariihmetio, 3rd er (Philadelphii";" 1948), 
F. 116, 116. 
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TABLE VII 
FOUNDATION CONCEPTS BELIEVED BY INSTRUCTORS TO BE ESSENTIAL FOR STUDENTS 
OF NURSING WHEN THEY BEGIN THEm FIRgr CLINICAL ASSIGNMENT 
Instructors • Foundation Concepts 
Number Percentage 
An understa1lding and beginning skill in the 
preparation and administration of oral 
medications 8 ]00 
A beginning skill in the interpretation 
of doctors' orders 7 87.5 
An understanding and skill in the use of 
the netrio system 7 87.5 
A beginning skill in observing the 
effects of drugs 6 75.0 
A beginning skill in reporting the 
effects of drugs 6 75.0 
A beginning skill in recording the 
effects of drugs 6 75.0 
A. beginning under starrling of the therapeutic 
effects of drugs ooi!Illonly used in the 
treatnent of the pre- and postoperative 
patient 6 75.0 
Knowledge of reliable sources from vrhioh 
information on drugs may be obtained 6 75.0 
An understanding and beginning skill in 
computing and preparing dosage When strength 
of solution is stated as so many grams in 
so m.an.y 00. 5 62.5 
Beginning skill in computing and preparing 
dosage when strength of solution is stated 
~s so many grams in so many oc. 5 62.5 
An understanding and beginning skill in the 
preparation and administration of medications 
intramuscularly 5 6:!.5 
.. 
I 
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TABLE VII (Continued) 
FOUNDATION CONCEPTS BELIEVED BY INSTRUCTORS TO BE ESSENTIAL FOR STUDENTS 
OF NURSING WHEN THEY BEGIN THEIR FIRST CLINICAL ASSIGNMENT 
Instructors 
Foundation Concepts Number Percentage 
An understanding and a beginning skill in 
preparing and administering subcutaneous 
medicat i ons 3 37.5 
An understanding and beginning skill 
in computing and preparing a. Sl!Bller 
dose from a larger tablet 3 37.5 
An understanding and beginning skill 
in computing and preparing a larger 
dose from a mnaller tablet 3 37.5 
An understanding and beginning skill 
in computing and preparing solutions 
from a full-strength drug 3 37.5 
An understanding and beginning skill 
in o omputing. and preparing a weaker 
solution from a stock solution 3 37.5 
.. 
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aential. The concept which dealt with a begi:rming skill in observing, 
reporting, and recording the effects of' drugs was considered essential by 
75 per cent of the respondents. The same percentage of respondents also 
thought that it was essential for students to know the reliable sources 
from which information on drugs could be obtained. They, likewise, 
thought that students should haw a beginning understanding of' the thera-
peutic effects of drugs commonly used in the treatmnt of pre- and post-
operative patients. Sixty-two and one-half per oent of the respondents 
thought an unclerstanding and beginning skill in the preparation and ad-
ministration of intramuscular :mdioations were essential. The same per-
centage of respondents considered this oonoept desirable in relation to 
subcutaneous medications, and 37.5 per cent signified that it was essen-
tial. 
It seems that because of variations in the clinical units to which 
studeniis of nursing will be first assigned, certain f'oundaiiion conoepiis 
deemed essential by some insiiruotors were not considered so by oi;hers. 
In Table VIII, none of the respondents considered 'the concept rela-
ting 'to the metric system nonessential. Sixty-two and one-half per ceni; 
declared 'that this conoepii, as iii related to tm apoiihecary system, was 
esseniiial, while 50 per cent considered the concept, as it relaiied to 
equivalent measures, essential. 
The inference from these findings seems to be that the majority of 
'the respondeniis expec-t; beginning students in the first assigned c linioal 
areas to be fairly proficient in the preparation and administraiiion of 
drugs, including observing, reporting, and recording of effects. In or-
der for students 'to develop 'the understandings and skills which a begin-
' 
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TABLE VIII 
FOUNDATION CONCEPTS RELATING TO WEIGHTS AND MEASURES WHICH THE 
INSTRUCTORS CONSIDERED ESSENTIAL DESIRABLE OR NONESSENTIAL 
Essential Desirable Nonessential 
Foundation Conoepts Nom- Per- Num- Per- Hum- Per-
ber oentage ber oentage ber oentage 
Under~ding and skill 
in the use of the 
Metric System 7 87.5 1 12.5 
Apothecary System 5 62.5 2 25.0 I 12'.5 
Equivalent Measures 4 50.0 3 37.5 1 12.5 
ning pro:tioienoy requires they will need more than mere rote memorization 
of prinoiples and therapeutic action o:t various drugs. They will need to 
participate aoti-vely in the administra·l;ion of drugs, and in observing, 
reporting and recording of ef:teots. 
ACTIVITIES OF THE PHARMACOLOGY COURSE 
! 
The findings in relation to the pharmacology oourse will be pre-
sented in the following order: {1) the pretest, {2) five out-of-class 
&ssigmnents, {3) laboratory exeroise, (4) two quizzes, and {5) the final 
examination. 
The results of the pretest shown in Table IX indioa.te that all of 
the students had limited skill in three areas: (1) oha.nging peroenta.ge 
to deoimals, (2) reducing fra.otions "bo lowest terms, and (3) expressing 
Roman numerals as .Ara.bio, and oonversely. It is important to note that 
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TABlE IX 
NUMBER .AND PERCENTAGE OF STUIENTS MAKING TiiCOimECT REPLIES TO PRETEST 
ITEMS ACCORDmG TO MATHEMATICS INVOLVED 
Mathematioa1 Area 
Change percentage to decimal 
Reduoe fractions to lowest terms 
Express Ro:n;an numerals as Arabic 
and viae versa 
Change deoima1 to percentage 
Addition of oommon fractions 
Arrangement of fractions aooording 
to size 
Convert fractions to equivalent 
forms 
Division of oommon fractions 
Division of deoima1 fractions 
Express oommon fractions as 
deoimals 
Addition of deoimal fractions 
students 
Number Percentage 
6 100 
6 100 
6 100 
4 66.6 
4 66.6 
4 66.6 
3 50.0 
2 33.3 
2 33.3 
2 33.3 
1 16.6 
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one half of the test group gave inoorreot replies to all items related to 
changing percentage to decimls. Sixty-six and two-thirds per oent of the 
test group missed 25 to 75 per oent of the items dealing with reducing 
f'raotions to lowest terms. This same peroenta.ge of students answered in-
correctly 30 to 100 per cent of tile items conoert~ed with Roman and Arabic 
numerals. The next three areas on the pretest with which 66.6 per cant 
of the students bad marked dif:f."ioulty were:: (1) changing decimals to 
peroenbages, (2) addition of" oo:rmnon fractions, and (3) arrangement of 
fractions according to size. They gave imorreot answers 'tD more than 
half of the items relating to changing decimals 'tD percentages. From 
33.3 to 66.6 per cent of" the items relating to common fractions, and 50 
per cent of the items under arrangement of fractions aocording to size. 
The lack of knowledge exhibited in reduoing fractions to their lowest 
terms was responsible, to a large measure, for the test group's poor 
showing in the addition of fractions. The test group had limited know-
ledge in arranging fractions according to size as evidenced by the fact 
that 66.6 per cent of them gave incorrect ansvrers to 50 per oent of the 
items lisiied under this heading. Fifty per cent of the test group exhi-
bited Umited skill in converting fractions to equivalent forms. One 
third of" the group gave incorrect answers to all items listed. 
This investigator believes that a concerted effort should be made 
to oorreot these difficulties which students have in the area of mathe-
matics. This seems to be imperative when one contemplates the serious 
mishaps that could ooour in the preparation of' medications. The correc-
tion of these inadequacies in mathenatics could possibly be effected by 
incorporating into the first pharmacology course the :f'undamental opera-
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tiona in arithmetic. Another possible solution would be a rettedial 
oourse in mathematics. The former, if' used, would most likely require 
additional sem9ster hours in a first pharmacology oourse. 
The first of the out-of-class assignments revealed that all members 
of the test group except one understood the principles underlying the so-
lution of' problems when using the formula., 
ixQ:X 
The student who did not understand how to use the above formula was ab-
sent from class on the day that -the formula was discussed. This may have 
accounted, in part, for her limited knowledge. The seoond assignment on 
problema indicated that two students needed additional guidance in the use 
of the proportion method to solve problems. These students stated the 
correct formula but failed to solve the problem due to improper subs"bitu• 
tiona or to errors in calculation. Failure to follow directions was ap-
paren"bly one of' their difficulties. The studen"bs had minimum difficulty 
with the exercise on oommon and decimal .fractions. 
The two out-of-class assigill!Jl)n"bs on morphine and atropine did not 
reveal any major difficulties in "bhe studen"bs' skill to portray and list 
the therapeutic action of drugs. 
The group appeared to have a general under standing of the therapeu-
tic action and use of other drugs belonging to the opium and atropine 
groups. This was apparent from the formal and informal discussions of 
different drugs belonging to "bhese two groups as they related to the care 
of' the pre- and pos"boperative essen"bial hype~nsive patient. 
The data procured from the fifth out-oi'-class assignment, on medica-
tions prepared and administered by students as shown in Table X revealed 
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DRUGS PREPARED AND AIJHNisrERED BY SI'UDENTS CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO 
CHANNEL OF ADMIN! SI'RAT ION 
Cha:n.ne l of Administration Number 
Ora.l 240 
Intramuscular 17 
SUbouta.naous 3 
Nasal 3 
Reotal 3 
Eye 1 
Inhalation 1 
Total 268 
that the channel of drug administration was predominantly oral. More 
than fourteen times as many oral mdications were given as intramuscular. 
and eighty times as many oral as there were subcutaiJSous medications. 
The total number of medications prepared and administered were 268. Each 
student gave an average of forty oral medications, 2.8 intramuscular med-
ications. and 0.5 subcutaneous medications. 
The students were in the clinical unit from 8:00 AM to 10:00 AM two 
, days each week. In the hospital in which this study was conducted the 
administration of q.d •• b.i.d., and t.i.d. drugs commenced at 10:00 AM. 
~ intramuscular medications were also scheduled to be administered at 
10:00 AM; however, many of these were . given q~Sh. (12 noon, 6:00PM, 12 
midnight and 6:00 .AM) or either q.l2h. (12 hoon and 12 midnight). The 
students were not in the clinical unit during these hours. There were 
very few subcutaneous medications ordered by the doctors during the fif-
teen-'Week period. In view of these circumstances, it is hardly f~asible 
to expect stments, who have had pharmacology in the Fundamentals of Nur-
sing III area, to be proficient in the preparation and administration of 
subcutaiJSous medications. Nor ia it £ea~ible to expect the students tq 
be adept in the administration of intramuscular medications when the 
awra.ge number o~ medications given by each student was less than three. 
Therefore, the instructors in the firs-t. clinical areas will, most likely, 
IJSed to continue supervision in the preparation and administration of pa-
renteral · medications~ especially subcuta~ous medications. The inference 
seems to be that additional hours of practice in the clinical unit would 
increase the opportunities for administering intramuscular and subcutan-
eous medications by students. 
Table XI shows tha-t of the 268 medications prepared and adminis-
tered by the s-tudents, drugs affecting the circulatory system ranked 
highest in number. Drugs affecting the central nervous system ranked 
second, and drugs affecting the digestive, skeletal muscle, and autonomio 
nervous systems followed in successive order. Tabla XII shows that drugs 
prepared and administered by students constitu-ted thirty-one drug groups. 
Attention is called -to tha rank order of drug groups according -to pre-
dominanoe in Figure 1. The six predominant drug groups in rank order 
were digitalis, tranquilizer, barbiturate, vitamin, cathartic, and anti-
cholinergic. Figure 2 shows the n:umber of drugs according to systemic 
action, and the predominant drug group of each system. Tables XIII to 
XVII show the drugs affecting speoifio sys-tems of the body, classified 
according to drug groups, tha-t were prepared and administered by students. 
Table XIII shows that the digitalis group was administered more 
frequen-tly than any other drug group of the circula-tory sys-tem. Of the 
fifty-six drugs affecting this system, 67.9 per cent belonged to the di-
gitalis drug group. This drug group was -the most predomi:mnt of all drug 
groups. 
In Table XIV it should be noted that 54 per cent of the fif-ty drugs 
affecting the central nervous system belonged to the barbiturate group. 
This drug group comprised twice as many drugs as did the second-ranking 
unclassified drug group in this systemic category, and ranked third among 
all drug groups. This seems to indicate that the drugs affecting the 
central nervous system which were prepared and administered by studen-ts 
were primarily sedatives, hypnotics and analgesics. 
Tl~ cathartics, in Table XV, constituted 59.5 per cent of the -thir-
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TABLE XI 
DRUGS CLA.SSIFIED ACCORDING TO SYS'rEMIC ACTION PREPARED AND .ADMINIS'rERED 
BY S'rUDENTS 
System Number 
Ciroulatory 56 
Central Nervous 50 
Digestive 37 
Skeletal 32 
Autonomio Nervous 26 
Endoorine 15 
Respiratory 10 
Urinary 5 
Total 231 
~ " XI I 
GS Ct.Ass· .•'mD CCO I lG TO DR!JG GROUP PREPARED m AD~ ISI'ERED 
BY STUDE :t:S 
Drug Group Number 
Digitalis 38 
Tranquilizer 29 
Unclassified 14 
Barbiturate 27 
Cathartio 22 
Vitamin 23 
Antioholinergio 21 
Adrenal steroid 13 
Sedative Expectorant 10 
Antihi stamina 8 
Antacid 8 
Tuberoulostatio 8 
Laxative 6 
Hematinic 5 
.Antioonwlsant 4 
Adrenergic 4 
Antibiotic 6 
Musole Relaxant 3 
Opium 3 
Heart Depressant 2 
Urinary .Antiseptic 2 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
DRUGS CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO DRUG GIDUP PREPARED AND .ADMINISTERED 
BY STUDENTS 
Drug Group Number 
Vasodilater 2 
Adrenooortiootropio 2 
Antemetic 1 
Anti pyretic 1 
. Cho linergio 1 
Chlorinated 1 
Local Anesthetic 1 
Saline Diuretic 1 
Anticoagulant 1 
xanthine Diuretic 1 
Total 268 
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TABLE XIII 
DRUGS AFFECTING THE cmCULATORY SYS!EM CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO DRUG 
GROUP PREPARED AND ADMIN! STERED BY STUDENTS 
Drug Group Number 
Digitalis 38 
Antihistamine 8 
Hematinic 5 
Vasodilator 2 
Heart Depressant 2 
Anticoagulant 1 
Total 56 
.. 
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TABLE XIV 
DRUGS .AFFECTING THE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYsrEM CLASSIFmD ACCORDING TO DRUG 
GROUP PREPARED AND ADMINISTERED BY srUDENTS 
Drug Group Number 
Barbiturate 37 
Unclassified 13 
Anticonvulsant 4 
Opium 3 
Antipyretic 1 
Chlorinated 1 
Local An.esthetio 1 
Total 50 
50 
ty-seven drugs e.:f'fecting the digestive system. This drug group ranked 
fifth in predominance among all drug groups. Of the thirty-two drugs 
affecting the skeletal muscle system, the tranquilizer group was given 
most frequently, as shown in Table XVI. They constituted 91 per cent of 
the drugs in this systemic category, and ranked second among all drug 
groups. The anticholinergic drug group shown in Table XVII constituted 
81 per cent of the twenty-six drugs administered which affected the auto-
nomic nervous system, and ranked · sixth among all drug groups. It appears 
that learning experiences were available in the six major drug groups. 
The antilaiotic, tuberculostatic, and vitamin groups of drugs, as 
portrayed in Table XVIII, did not lend themselves to classification ac-
cording to systemic action. The vitamin group encompassed 62.2 per cent 
of the thirty-seven drugs not wholly classifiable under systemic action. 
Demerol was included in the unclassified group of drugs by the investiga-
tor in order to maintain the opium drug group of classification, as op-
posed to the mrootio group. This was done primarily to promote student 
learning. 
Drugs listed on the chart, Medications l'repared and Administered by 
students, were discussed in fonnal class and identified with drug groups. 
Each student looked up all drugs of which she did not know the action 
prior to the preparation and administration of them. The therapeutic 
action and toxic symptoms of the drugs were discussed with each student 
prior to their administration, likewise. 
The stimulant, hypnotic, sedative, and atropine groups of drugs are 
important in the treatment of pre- and postoperati-ve essential hyperten-
sion. Except for stimulants, drugs belonging to the above groups were 
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TABLE rl 
DRUGS AFFECTING THE DIGESTIVE SYSTEM ACCORDING TO DRUG GROUP PREPARED 
AND ADMINI STERE:D BY S!UDENT S 
Drug Group Number 
Ca"bhartic 22 
Antacid 8 
Laxative 6 
Antemetio 1 
Total 37 
administered frequently enough to provide for a beginning understanding 
and Skill in the preparation and administration of drugs commonly used in 
the trea~nt of ~e- and postoperative hypertensive patients. The wri-
ter feels justified in saying that 'the students were cognizant of the 
therapeutic and toxic action of the important drug groups such as digi-
"balis, barbiturate, atropine or an-tiicholinergio, and opium. The students 
exhibited a beginning understanding and skill in the interpretation of 
doctors' orders, preparation, administration, and charting of medications. 
The two purposes of the chart, Medications Prepared and .Adminis-
tered by Students, were (1) to identify the types and kinds of pha:rlla-
cologie learning experiences that were available in the Fundamental-s of 
Nursing III area, and (2) to serve as a learning -experience for the stu-
dent. The findings reveal that learning experiences in the preparation 
and administration of intramuscular medications are less adequate • and 
they are practically nil for suboutaiWous :tmdioations. The chart seemed 
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TABLE XVI 
DRUGS AFFECTING THE SKELETAL MUOOLE SYBrEM CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO DRUG 
GROUP PREPARED AND ADMINI SfERED BY SfUDENT S 
Drug Group N'Wllber 
Tranquilizer 29 
Muso ls Re laxa.nt 3 
Total 32 
to be an effective learning aid for the students, in the opinion of the 
investigator, beoause it focused their attention on the essentials to be 
learned about each drug. 
The laboratory exercise brought to light that students had the most 
difficulty with equivalent measures. The preparation of a weaker solu-
tion from a stock solution disclosed some diffioutly among the students 
in relation to 'the amount of water that should be added to the solute. 
The activities in the clinical unit during the time that the students 
were present provided a minimum amount of learning experiences which in-
volved equivalent measures. These results implied that another labora-
tory period on equivalent measures was needed. This was not feasible in 
view of the time factor and the large amount of material to be covered in 
the course. The laboratory period, in the opinion of the writer, did 
help the students to acquire a better understanding of equive.lent men-
sures although it was not adequate. The exercise was of value in help-
ing the s1:iudent to understand the principles underlying the preparation 
of a solution from a full-strength drug, a weaker solution from a stock 
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TABLE XVII 
DRUGS AFFECTING THE AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM CLASSIFmD ACCORDING TO 
DRUG GROUP PREPARED .AND .ADMINISTE.RED BY S'l'UDENTS 
Drug Group Number 
Antioho linergio 21 
Adrenergic 4 
Cholinergic 1 
Total 26 
solution., and the primary difference in the preparation of these two so-
lutions 
The firs-t quiz was given at the end of four hours of' formal class 
and sixteen hours of' o linioal experience. The data in Table XIX show 
that the entire test group had poor understanding and skill in con~rting 
metric units to apothecary .. and apotheca~J to IJetrio. Seventy-five per 
cent of the students missed 50 to 85 per oent of these items. All of the 
test group gave incorrect replies to one or more of the items concerned 
directly with equivalent masures of' the dram unit. The group also had 
poor knowledge of Roman numere.ls. Sixty-six and two-thirds per cent of 
them. were unable to convert Roman numerals to .Arabic. These findings in-
dioate the need of' a laboratory period on equivalent measures and the use 
of symbols and abbreviations. The students, at this point, had had lim-
ited opportunity to use the IJetrio and apothecary measures in the clini-
oal uni:t, and no opportunity, whatever, in the classroom. 
The second quiz was given at the end of' ten hours of .formal class 
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TABLE XVIII 
DRUGS UNCLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO SYSTEMIC .ACTION PREPARED AND 
. ADMIN I STEBED BY STUDENTS 
Unclassified Number 
Antibiotic 6 
Tuberculostatic 8 
Vitamin 23 
Total 37 
and forty hours of clinical experience. The data, in Table XX show that 
there were three types of problems with which most of the test group had 
difficulty. These were problems which dealt with preparing (1) dosage 
when strength of solution is stated as so many grams in so many cubic 
centimeters, (2) solution of a given strength from one or more tablets of 
a stated strength, am (3) solution from tablets. Eighty-three and one-
third per cent of the students bad diffioutly in solving from one to all 
of the problems which dealt with pre~&ring dosage when strength of solu-
tion is stated as so many grams in so nany cubic centimeters. Sixty-six 
a.nd two-thirds per cent of the group had difficulty solving problems 
which concerned preparing solution of a given strength from one or more 
tablets of a stated strength and a solution from tablets. All of the 
students who had difficulty in the solution of these three types of prob-
lema, stated the formula correctly but made errors in changing grains to 
~a, in mathematical calculations, or failed to put the terms of the 
ratio in the proper places. 
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TABLE XIX 
~'UESTIONS FROM QUIZ NUMBER ONE THAT WERE INCORRECTLY ANSWERED BY ONE OR 
MORE STUDENTS 
Type of Question 
Approximate metric and apothecary 
equivalents 
Equivalent measures of a dram 
Writing Roman numerals 
Unit gymbols and abbreviations 
Unit symbols 
The rule for changing milligrams to 
grains 
Smallest unit in apothecary table 
of weights 
Unit of volume in Metric system 
Books containing official drugs 
Oldest sources of nadioal data 
Student 
Number Percentage 
6 100 
6 100 
4 66.6 
4 66.6 
2 33.3 
1 16.6 
1 16.6 
1 16.6 
1 16.6 
1 16.6 
------,~--------
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TABlE XX 
PROBLEMS FROM QUIZ NUMBER TWO THAT WERE DIFFICULT FOR srUDENT S OF NURSING 
Type of Problem 
When ·strength of solution is sta~ed 
as so many Gm. in ao many oc. 
Solution of a given strength from 
one or more tabl&ts of a S"bated 
~rength 
Solution fro.m tablets 
Solution from full-streng~h drug 
Weaker solu~ion from a stook 
solu~ion 
Preparing SIIRller dose from a larger 
table~ 
Preparing larger dose from a amg,ller 
tablet 
~de nbs 
Number Percentage 
5 83.3 
4 66.6 
4 66.6 
2 33.3 
2 33.3 
2 
2 33.3 
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The reason for these errors made by 66 .s per cent or more of the 
test group in the solution of these three types of problems appears to be 
one or more of the following; (1) poor understanding of the metric and 
apothecary systems, (2) insufficient time for the developmnt of the un-
derstandings and skills needed, and (3) an inadequate background in math-
ematios. 
The purpose of the two quizzes was to determine to what extent the 
studenl:is were learning the n:e. terial that was currently being taught. 
Henoe • the quizzes were of value in that they pin-pointed areas in which 
the students needed additional help. 
The final examination dealt with the solution of various types of 
problems. Table XXI shows that the type of problem which gave students 
the most difficulty vras that in which str,ength of solution is stated in 
per cenl:i. Fifty per cent of the test group had di:f'f'ioulty with this type 
of problem. The students had had some praotioe in the solution of this 
type problem in formal o lass but had not encountered it in the clinical 
unit. Most of the parenteral medications in the clinical unit involved 
the preparation of dosage when strength of solution is stated as so many 
grams or milligrams in so many oubio centimeters. The tes-t group had had 
practice in the solution of this kind of problem and problems requiring 
the preparation of a lArger dose from a smaller tablet and solution from 
full-strength drug both in the out-of-class assignments and in the labora 
tory. The group had coma in contact with the last two types of problems 
in t..ite olinioal unit to some extent. The writer is of the opinion that 
the learning experiences provided through the above activities had muoh 
influence upon the students' skill in the solution of these problems. Th 
I 
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TABLE XXI 
TYPES OF PROBLEMS ON THE FINAL EXAMINATION 'WHICH WERE DIFFICULT FOR ONE 
OR MORE S!UDENT S 
students 
Type of Problem 
Nmnber Percentage 
When strength of solution is stated 
in per cent 3 50.0 
When strength is stated as so many 
units in so many cubio oentinster$ 2 33.3 
When strength of solution is stated 
as so many grams in so many oubio 
centimeters 1 16.6 
Preparation of a larger dose from a 
smaller tablet 1 18.6 
Preparation of solution from full-
strength drug 1 16.6 
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students had had limited opportunity in the clinical area to Jrepare do-
sage when strength is stated as so nany units in so many cubic centi-
meters. The strength of insulin, for example, is always stated as so 
many units per cubic centimeter. It is giwn thirty minutes before 
meals. If it is NPH (Isophane) insulin, it is given daily at 7:00 AM. 
The students were not in the clinical unit at this time. It would appear 
that these findings confirm the principle that learning takes plaoe only 
through activity, and points up the axiom that students will become pro-
ficient in the desired pha~oologic behaviors in proportion that pharma-
cologic learnings are made significant. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This study was undertaken to determine if' patient-centered pre- and 
postoperative nursing care as taught in a basic degree trogram. (Funda-
mentals of Nursing III) could be used as a core experience for the teach-
ing and the learning of foundation concepts in pharmacology. 
The data collected attempted to answer four specific questions: 
(1) to what extent pharmacology was being taught iti the first assigned 
clinical areas; (2) what learning experiences were available in the areas 
concerned; (3) what problems and difficulties the instructors had encoun-
tered with previous classes; and (4) what knowledge, understandings, 
skill, and appreciations students of nursing need in the first assigned 
clinical areas in order that they might begin to function effectively in 
the field of pharmacology. 
The methods used to determine the answer to the question, can pa-
tient-centered pre- and postoperative nursing care as taught in a basic 
degree program (Fundamentals of Nursing III) be used as a core experience 
f'or the teaching and the learning of f'oundation concepts in pharmacology? 
were as :f'ollowsc (1) a structured interview with each instructor in the 
first assigned clinical and Fundamentals of' Nursing III areas :f'or the 
purpose of determining what problems they had encountered with students 
in pharmacology, and the learning experiences available in these areas; 
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(2) the completion of a questionnaire by the same instructors to ascer-
tain what foundation concepts students of nursing need when they begin 
their first clinical experience; (3) the conducting of a fifteen-hour 
course which included a pretest, two quizzes, five out-of-class assign-
ments, one laboratory period, and a final examination for the purpose of 
determining the scope of' the course, and gaining a thorough understanding 
o£ the anticipated findings. 
CONCLUSIONS 
From the present evidence, the following conolusions were deduced: 
1. That tatient-oentered pre- and postoperative nursing care as taught in 
the basic degree program (Fundamentals of Nursing III) does provide a 
core experience for the teaching end the learning of foundation con-
cepts in pharmacology. 
2. That the pattern of teaching pharmacology formally and informally was 
not consistent in all clinical areas investigated. 
3. That the clinical areas investigated were unable to supply, in suffi-
cient quantity, certain learning experiences deemed essential by the 
instructors in the first assigned areas. 
4. That certain learning experiences were available but could not be 
utilized due to f'aotors involved in ward assignment. 
5. That many students of' nursing had an inadequate background in mathe-
matics. 
6. That most students had difficulty with equivalent measures within the 
J~etric and apothecary systems and in converting '!rom one to the other. 
7. That students had the most difficulty with problems involving the 
6% 
preparation of a smaller dose from a larger dose and conversely, and 
when strength of solution was stated in per cen-t;. 
a. Tha'ti the types of problems which the ma.jori'tiy of instructors consid-
ered essential for s'tiudents were those in which strength of solution 
was stated as so many units in so many cubic centimeters, and in 
which streng'tih of solution was stated e.s so many grams in so many cu-
bic centimeters. 
9. Tha'ti students would become proficient in the desired pharmacologic 
behaviors in proportion 'tihat pharmacologic learnings were made sig-
nificant for them. 
10. That students should have a beginning understanding and skill in the 
preparation and adminis'tiration of oral medications when they begin 
their first clinical experience. 
11. That because of the variations in clinical units to which students of 
nursing will be first assigned, certain of the foundation concepts 
deemed essential by some of the instructors were_ considered desirable 
or nonessential by others. 
12. That there was sufficient variety in the major drug groups, adminis-
tered in the Fundamentals of Nursing III area. to provide for the ac-
quisition of the pharmacodynamics deemed essential for students of 
nursing by the instructors in the clinical areas • . 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
As an outgrowth of this study. oertain reoommendations seem to be 
mandatoryt 
That the Basio Division Faculty determine 
1. What are the pharma.oologio objectives for a graduate of the Boston 
University Sohool of Nursing, Basio Division? 
2 . What are the pharmaoologio behaviors needed by students in the attain-
' 100nt of these objectives as envisioned in the present program? 
3. In what nurs·ing areas shall the primary responsibility for the de-
veloping of these pharmacologic behaviors be plaoed? 
4. What method should be used for a periodic evaluation of the pharma-
oologio objectives in terms of attainment? 
5. That :Is a.rning expe rienoe s are _provided for s'tiudents whioh will insure 
attainment of objeotives by students. 
That if Fundamentals or Nursing III is to be used as a core experienoe 
in the teaohing and the learning of foundation oomepts in pharmacology 
the following be done: 
6. A oourse in reuedia.l mathematics be offered for those students whose 
ba.okground in mabhematios is inadequate. 
7. Additional semester hours be allotted for improving the development 
of pbarmaoologic behaviors. 
8. The metrio and the apotheoary systems oontinue to be taught. 
AlPPENDIX A 
&r RUCTURED INTERVIEW 
The purpose of this interview is to ascertain what problems you have encountered with students of nursing 
in pharmacology, and what pharmaoologio learning experiences are available in the area. 
Answer each question according to your experience with students of nursing in this area. 
Item Answer 
1. Do you teaoh aey- pharmacology in your formal olasses'/ 1. 
2. If so, what are the min content areas? 2. 
3. Do you teach pharmacology infonmlly'/ 3. 
4. If so, what is taught'/ 4. 
5. What system(s) of weight and masurement is used 5. 
for ordering drugs? 
I 
6. What problems do the students encounter in the use 6. 
of the 
a. Metric system 
b. Apothecaries system 
o. Equivalent m:tasure s? 
7. What channels of drug administration are most 
frequently used in this area? 
a. What do you 'find most difficult for the student in 
preparation of 
a. Oral m dioations 
7. 
a. 
Incidents Whioh Show 
Evidenoe of Problems 
l. 
2. 
4. 
5. 
7. 
a. 
APPENDIX .l (oon'tinued) 
STRUCTURED INTERVJEW 
Item 
b. Subcutaneous medications 
o. Intramuscular medications 
d. Other types? 
9. What do you find most difficult for students in 
the adminis-tration of' 
a. Oral medications 
b. Subcutaneous medications 
o. In-tramuscular medications 
d. Other types? 
10. What dif'f'ioulty(s) has the students encountered 
in the computation of dosages? 
11. In what area(s) of mathemtics does tl:e student 
have the most difficulty? 
12. Does the institution or clinical area have a 
written policy regarding the largest amount of an 
intramuscular medication that may be given as one 
injection by a nurse1 
13. If so, what is the maximum amount of medication 
that may be given? 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
Answer I no ident s Which Show Evidence of Problems 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
m 
(J1 
APPENDIX A (continued) 
STRUCTURED INTERVIEW 
Item 
14. What important dMlg groups should the student 
have a knowledge of in order to begin aoti~ 
participation in pharmacologic learning experi-
ences of the area 'l 
14. 
Answer Incidents Which Show Evidence of Problems 
14. 
0> 
0> 
APPENDIX B 
QlJE sr IONNAIRE 
The purpose of this questionnaire is to determine which foundation concepts a student of nursing needs 
when she begins clinical experience in the area, in order to effectively 
continue the study of pharmacology related to this area. Foundation concept as used here means certain 
basic pharmacologic understandings, skills, and appreciations currently believed to be necessary in order 
that the nurse nay function effectively, and which, with minor modifications, become adaptable to all 
areas of' professional nursing. 
In the column to the right, oheok whether each of' the concepts listed is essential, desirable, or non-
essential for the student of' nursing when she begins clinical experience in the area. 
Foundation Concept 
1. An understanding and skill in th~ use of the 
a. Metric system 
b. Apothecaries system 
o. Equi vale n:t measure s1 
2:. A knowledge of drug standards and drug legislation related to t.'lte 
administration of drugs? -
3. An appreciation of the history of drugs? 
4 • .An understanding and beginning skill in computing and preparing dosages 
using the following types of' problsms: 
a. Solid drug in solution 
(1) When strength of solution is stated as so mB.lW units in so 
many oc.1 
Example--Give insulin units 15 from U 40 insulin. 
(2) When strength of solution is stated as so many Gm. in so many 
cc.1 
Essen-
tial 
Desir-
able 
Nonessen-
tial 
APPENDIX B (continued) 
QUE gr IONNAIRE 
Foundation Concept 
Example--Gi-ve sodium salicylate gr. xx from a solution labeled 
0.32 Gm. in 4 co. 
(3) When strength of solution is stated in per cent? 
Example-Gi-ve magnesium sulphate 15 Gm. from a 50% solution. 
b. For preparing dosage from tablets 
(1) Smaller dose from a larger tablet? 
Exampl-e-Prepare morphine gr. 1/8 from tablet labeled gr. 1/6. 
(2) Larger dose from a smaller -tablet? 
Example -Prepare codeine sulphate gr. 1 from tablets labeled 
0.016 Gm. 
c. For making solutions 
(1) Solution from full-strength drug? 
Example--Prepare 0.5 L. of physiological saline solution. 
(2) Weaker solution from stock solution'l 
Example--Prepare 1 L. boric acid 2% from a 5% solution. 
(3) Solution from tablets? 
Example -.,Prepare 2 L. bichloride of mercury 1:5000 from tablets 
labeled gr. viiss. 
(4) Solution of a given 'strength from a given amount of a stronger 
strength? 
Example--Prepare as much potassium permanganate lrlO,OOO as is 
possible from 30 co. of potassium permanganate 1:40. 
(5) Solution of a given strength from one or more tablets of a 
stated strength? 
Example--prepare as much 1:5000 bichloride of mercury as is 
possible from 1 tablet labeled 0.5 Gm. 
5. An understanding and a beginning skill in the interpretation of 
doctors' orders? 
Essen- Desir- Nonessen-
tial able tial 
en 
en 
APPENDIX B (continued) 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
Foundation Concept 
6. A beginning appreciation of the present-day social problems in 
relation to the indiscriminate use of drugs? 
7. A knowledge of reliable sources from which information on drugs may 
be obtained? 
8. A beginning understanding of the physiologic, therapeutic and toxic 
action of drugs commonly used in the treatnent of 
a. Pre- and postoperative essential hypertension 
b. Pre- and postoperative 'f&tients in general? 
9. A knowledge of the dose range of the common important drugs used in the 
a. Medical and surgical area 
b. Pediatric area 
o. Obstetric area? 
10. A beginning understanding and skill in the preparation and 
administration of 
a. Oral medications 
b. Subcutaneous medications 
c. Intramuscular medications? 
11. A beg inning ski 11 in 
a. Observing the effects of medications 
b. Reporting the effects of' medications 
c. Recording the ef'f'eots of medications? 
Essen-
tial 
Desir-
able 
Nones sen• 
tial 
APPENDIX B (continued) 
QUE f:r IONNAIRE 
Foundation Concept 
12. A beginning understanding and skill in assiating with the 
administration of intravenous medications? 
13. A beginning understanding and appreciation of the principles 
underlying fluid balance and blood transfusion? 
Essen-
tial 
Desir-
able 
I I I 
Nonessen-
tial 
14. With which of the problems in question number four do students of' nursing have the moat difficulty? 
(Answer in space below) 
f 
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APPENDIX C' 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF NURSING 
NU - 112 - F'ltndamentals of Nursing Block III 
ARITHMETIC PRETEsr 
De.te ---------
I. FRACTIONS: 
A. Reduce to lowest termss: 
(l) 2/12- (2) 32/96 - (3) 13/117- (4) 105/135-
(5) 99/12:1 -· 
B. Solve and reduce fraotions to their lowest terms: 
l. Mary is 15 years old. _Anne is 6 years. Anne's age is what 
fra.otion of Mary's? 
2. In Room A, there are 25 students. In Room B, there are 30 
students. What fraction of the stu.dents a.re in Room A'f , 
in Room B? _____ • -----
C. Add the following and reduoe all fractions to lowest terms. 
(1) 1/20 + 3/40 = -- (2) l 3/4+ 5 l/2:+ 8 l/16 = --
(3) 12/120 + 19/60+ 7/100 = --
D. Multiply: 
(1) 1/4 X 1/3 X 1 1/4: __ (2) 1 7/1o X 3 5/9 = __ 
(3) 1 1/2:X 1 2/3 X 2/5;:: __ • 
E. Divide: 
(1) 1/4 by 3/4= -- (2) 14 by 2-/3 = __ 
{3) 7/85 by 56=--· 
F. Rearrange the following :f'raotions from smallest to largest. 
(1) 1/5, 1/9, 1/8, 1/6, 1/3 
(2) 5/9, 9/10, 3/5, 7/8, 2/3 . ------------
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II. DECIMALS= 
A. Express the following f'raotions a.s deoimals: 
(1) 9/10 (2) 13/100 (3) 65/1000 (4) 3/4 • 
_..... ~ - -
B. Add the followings 
(1) 0.46+ 0.589 + 1.008 = 
--
(2) 0.5-t- 0.25 +0.3+0.465+ 73.5= __ • 
c. Multiply: 
(l) 4.08 J<. 5 •. 6 = __ (2) 0.67 X 4.9:::: __ 
(3) 0.8 ~ 0.01 =--· 
D. Divide: 
(1) o.8 by o.1 =-- (2) 1.2 by 2 :1:'--
(3) 100 by 0.5 :::: --· 
III. PERCENTAGEt 
.l. Change the following to percentages 
(1) 0.2- (2) 0.025- (3) 4/5- (4) 0.05125 -· 
B. Change the following to decimals: 
(1) 1% (2) 1/~ (3) 0.9.% (4) 251/3% • 
- ---- --- -
C. What peroentage of 80 ia the following amo'lm.tst 
(1) o.8 _ (2) 16 _ (3) 1.6 _ (4) 20 . 
'IV. CONVERr TO ~UIVAIENT FORMSt 
PERCENTAGE DECIMALS FRACTIONS 
1% 
0.25 
1/_8 
6s2L3% 
• 
RATIO 
1/_1000 
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V. ROMAN AND ARABIC NUMERALS: 
A. Express the following as Arabic numerals: 
(1) XIV (2) LXIX (3) CDXCVIII __ (4) MDL--· 
B. Express the following as Roman numerals: 
(1) 102 __ (2) 85 __ (S) 58 __ (4) 1951 __ 
(5) 379 --· 
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APPENDIX D 
BOSfON UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF NURS:mG 
FUNDAMENTALS CF NURSDiG-NU 112 
Blook 3 .. Course Outline 
OVERVIEW: This segment of pharmacology is presented during the sophomore 
year to basic nursing students as a correlathe aid in render-
ing total nursing care during the pre-operative. postopera-
tive, and convalescent phases of Mrs. Antonelli's Hospitalize.-
- tion. 
OBJECTIVE Sa 
A. To begin to understand 
1. The relationship of drug therapy to supportive nursing care. 
2. Reliable resources available to further knowledge or drugs and 
their uses and stimulate interest in drug research. 
3. Laws and drug standards governing the administration of drugs and 
the nurse'.s social and legal responsibility in complying with 
these. 
4. The :nurse's role and responsibility in drug therapy. 
B. To begin to develop skill in 
1. Solving problems and calculating the correct dosage of drugs. 
2. A.ocurate reading and interpretation of the doctor's orders. follow-
ing directions, and habits of thoughtful workmanship. 
3. Preparing and administering medications by various mthods. 
4. Observing, recording, and reporting the effects of drugs adminis-
tered. 
c. To begin to appreoiate the 
1. History of drugs and present day problems both sooial and economi-
cal affeoting the public. 
2. Relationship between the apothecary and the mstrio systems. 
3. Values and limitations of drugs and the nurse's responsibility in 
their use. 
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4. Need to prepare suocessf'ully the correct dosage so as to aid in the 
total progress or the patient. 
Textbook--Krug, Elsie E. and Hugh Alister McGuigan. Pharmacology in 
Nursing, 7th ed. st. Louisa Mosby, 1955. --
laboratory Manual--Faddie, Margene a.nd Herschel E. Grima. The 
Mathematics~ Solutions~ Dosage, Including 
Simple Arithmetic, 3rd ed. Philadelphia.: 
Lippincott, 1948. 
UNIT I: Mrs. Antonelli is t:repa.red for a sympathectomy. 
A. Pretest in arithmetic 
B. Introduction 
1. Brief history of drugs 
2. Drug legislation 
3. Drug standards 
4. Objectives 
5. Review of' prate st in 
arithmetic 
c. Weights and Measures 
1. Two systems 
2. Ad'V&.ntage s of metric 
system 
STUDENT ASSIGNMENTS 
1. Read in textbook, chapters XXVI 
a.nd XXVII. Be prepared for a pan-
el discussion on questions at end 
of each chapter. 
2. Read in textbook, chapters I and 
III. 
3. Related readings: (two :reading 
oards) 
a. Cutting, W. "The Newer Drugs, tt 
The American Journal of Nur-
sing, AUgust, 1946, pp:' 5l3-16. 
b. Kautz, H. "The Development of 
New Drugs," AJN, January, 1953, 
pp. 47-50. -
o • Powers, W. and N. stewart. 
"The Pharmaceutical Problem of 
Brand-Name Su.bstintion," R.N., 
August, 1956, pp. 61-63. -
1. Read in textbook, oha.pters V and 
VI. 
2. Laboratory Manual: 
study carefully. 
pp. 65-74. 
3. Learn table of common abbrevia-
tions, p. 72H. 
4. Quiz, February 28. 
1. Textbook, pp. 2D4-216. Note quea-
tions at end of eaoh chapter. p .. 
251, preanesthetic -.dioation. 
s. Characteristics of metric 
system 
4. !lultiple a and divisions 
5. Use of decinal 
6. Unit a and abbreviations 
7. Features to remember 
8. Comparison of Both systems 
9. Approxinate equivalents 
D. Weight and :Measures (cont 'd) 
E. Role o£ team members in drug 
therapy 
1. Surgeon 
2. Medical 
3. Nurse 
4. Anesthetist 
5. Pharmaoi st 
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2. Observe the preoperati-ve medica-
tions order on your patient. 
Trace the action of the drugs fol-
lowing the outline on the guide 
sheet. 
3. Learn the approximate equi'V8.1ents. 
STUDENT ASSIGNMENTS 
1. McClain, K. Scientific Principles 
in Nursing. St. Louis: Mosby, 
1953, chapters 27-28. 
2. Review in textbook, chapter S, p. 
85. 
3. Harmer, Bertha and Virginia 
Henderson. Textbook of the Prin-
citiles and Practice ofNurs~ 
5 ed.New Yorke MOiillan, 
1955, Chapters 25 and 26. 
4. Related reading sa (two reading 
cards) 
a. Bird, B. "Psychological As-
pects of Preoperative and Post-
operative Care," .AJN, June, 1955 
pp. 685-687. -
b. Shallowhorn, G. "Intramuscular 
Injections," A.JN, Atril, 1954, 
pp. 438-441. -
c. Sister Henrietta. "Narcotics 
in Solution," JJN, February, 
1948. pp. 84-86. 
d. Baer and others. "Are Organ-
isms lntroduoed Into Vials Con-
taining Medication When Air Is 
Injected?'" Nursing Research, 
June, 1953, p. 23. 
1. Read in textbook about hyponotio s 
and sedati'Vt!ls, pp. 228-39; 241-43. 
2. Related readings: (two reading 
cards) 
a. Frohman, I. "The Barbitu-
rates," AJN, April, 1954, pp. 
432-434.-
F. Preoperative medications 
1. Sedatives 
2. Hypnotics 
3. Narcotic a 
G. Quiz 
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b. Grimm, E. "Narcotics Control 
in the Hospital," AJN, July, 
1954, pp. 862 .. 863.-
c • Frohman, I. . "Demaro l," AJN, 
May, 1953.. pp. 567-568. -
d. • "Barbiture.l Acciden-
tal Po lsoning," New Eij!land 
Journal of :Medic Tii8, rch 26, 
1953, pp:-564-665. 
e. Headlsss, R. and B. Corey. 
P~hia~ in Nursi~. New for • R hirt, !94~ chapter 
4, "Sleep," pp. 51-63. 
f. Silverman, M. :Mafiic in a 
Bottle, 2nd ed. ew YOrk: 
'ilaciDillan, 1948, Chapter 7, 
"s,y.nthetic Lullaby," p. 164. 
1. Group presentation of assignment 
relating to preoperative medica-
tion on a patient. 
2. Read in textbook, Chapter 7, "The 
Action of Drugs, Dosage," pp. 114-
122. 
3. Review for quiz. 
1. Read in textbook, "Anesthetics," 
pp. 248-269. 
2. Related readings: (two reading 
cards) 
a. Sister Frenay, Mary Agnes 
Clare. "Balanoed Anesthesia 
and Induced Hypothermia," AJN, 
October, 1955, pp. 1245-4~ 
b. Sheldon, et al. "Nursing Care 
aa RelateTto.Anesthesia," .A.JN, 
August, 1944, p. 747. -
c. :Mo:Mahan. "Nursing Problems in 
the Recovery from Anesthesia," 
AJN, August, 1945, p. 618. 
d. (1:reisheixrar. "The Physiologi-
cal Effects of Anesthesia," 
~. June, 1949, p. 337. 
UNIT Ih Mrs. Antonelli returns from surgery. 
l. Observe an anesthesia record of a 
postoperative patient. How would 
you use this information in post-
operative care of tile patient? 
A. Postoperative Medication s 
1. Sedatives 
2. Narc otic s 
3. Hypnotics 
B. Antibiotics 
C. Intravenous therapy 
1. Glucose 
2. Saline 
3. Blood 
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2. Related readings: (one card) 
a. Silvel"Wm. ?lagic in a Bottle," 
2nd ed.. :New York:""'llaom!iian , 
194S, Chapter 1, "The Conquest 
of' Pain," p. 1. 
b. Headless and Corey. Psychia try 
in Nursing. New York: Rine-
harb, 1948, Chapter 3, "Pain," 
p. 40. 
1 .. Observe the immediate and subse-
quent narcotic order on your pa-
tient postoperatively. Trace the 
acti on of these drugs following 
outline on guide abee~. 
2. In textbook, Chapter 11, pp. 160-
175. 
3;· Belated readings: (two reading 
cards) 
a. Jager, B.. "Untoward Reactions 
to Antibiotics," AJN, August, 
1954, pp. 966-968:-- . 
b. Silverman, M. Magic·· in a Bot-
tle, 2nd ed. New '!or"E'--
Ma'Omillan, 1948, Chapter 11, p. 
269. 
8rUDENT ASSIGNMENTS 
c. Kel.mer, J. A. Penicillin Ther-
~· Appleton, p. 99, "Pharma-
cy anci Toxicity of· Penicillin," 
P• 117, "Administration and Do-
sage of' Penicillin." 
d. Pulask and McAlister. "strep-
tomycin Therapy," AJN, Febru-
ary, 1947 .t p. 89.-
e. Meyers, M. E. "Nursing the _ 
Comatose Patient," AJN, June, 
1954, pp. 716-718. -
1. Related readings: (-two cards) 
Schwartz. · "A Menu for a Fluid 
Diet," ,!:!!!. May, 1948, p. 2 93 • 
a. Taylor, B. "Taking Foods and 
Fluids Through a Tube," AJN, 
March, 1953, pp. 303-3os;--
b. Unger, L. "Human Blood Plasma 
and Plasma SUbstances," .!:!!• 
D. Legal Aspects 
E. Antiseptics and Disinfectants 
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January, 1954, pp. 438-441. 
c. Wol£, E. "The Nurse and Fluid 
Therapy," AJN, July, 1954, pp. 
438-441. -
d. Newman. E. "The Technique of 
Venipuncture and Intravenous 
Injection.-" AJN, April, 1952, 
pp. 418-424.-
e. • "Care o:f' Hypodermic 
Needles end Syringes," UN, 
April, 1952, pp. 418-42~ 
t. Lowe, c. v. "Principles of 
Parenteral Fluid Therapy," AJN, 
August, 1953, pp. 963-965.-
g. Rath, C. "The PreventiOI!l and 
Management of Blood Transfusion 
Hazards, n AJN, March, 1955, pp. 
323-326. -
h. Silverman, M. Magic in a Bot-
tle, 2nd ed. New YorE--
Macmillan, 1948, Chapter 7, 
"Food Against Death." 
1. Related readings: (two cards) 
a. Rodman, M. "The Narootie Prob-
lem .Among Nurses," R.N., Novem-
ber, 1955, p. 46. 
b. Editorial: "Reporting New 
Drugs," AJN, January, 1953, p. 
33. -
c. Anderson, B. "Nursing Practice 
and the Law," AJN, April,. 1955 
d. Lesnik,. M. NuT'BTn~ Practice 
and the Law, 2rid e • Phi lade 1-
PEia:-Lippincott, 1965, Chapter 
a. 
STUDENT ASSIG!n!ENT S 
1. Read in textbook, Chapter 10, pp. 
143-169. 
2. Related readings: (two cards) 
a. McClain, M. Scientific Princi-
ples in Nursing, 2nd ed. 
Mosby-;-chipters 21, 22 and 29. 
b. Harmer and Henderson, Chapter 
on Wounds. 
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F. Emergency Drugs 
G. General discussion on the patient 
1. Read in textbook, Chapters 
including Adrenalin, Coramine. 
Caffeine and Leophed. 
2. Related readingss {one card) 
a. ·stanton, J. "Venous Thrombosis 
and Pulmonary Embolism," AJN, 
June. 1955. p. 709. -
to be disohar~d home on medication. 
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APPENDIX E 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF NURSING 
NU 112, FUNDAMENTALS OF NURSING III 
Pharmacolotl Exercise II 
Sec on B 
Date Assigned: 3•14-57 
Date Due: 3-%1-57 
Directions: In the following problems. state 
1. The formula 
2. Solution of the problem 
3. Proof of the mathenatios 
4. Preparation of dosage 
1. Give atropine gr. 1/150 from gr. 1/100. 
2. Give morphine 0.016 Gm. from tablets labeled gr. 1/8. 
3. Give codeine gr. sa from gr. 1/6. 
4. Give demerol 75 mg. from a solution labeled 50 mg. per oo. 
5. Give digitalis 100 mg. from tablets labeled gr. 1/2. 
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APPENDIX F 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF NURSING 
NU 112, FUNDAMENTALS OF NURSING III 
Pbarmaoo1o~ Exercise IV 
· Seo ion B 
Date Assigned: 3-21-57 
Date Due' 4-4-57 
1. Change to deoilm.l fraotionss 
a. 1/2: 
d. 7/8 = 
2. llu1tiply~ 
a. 09. 
. .09 
-
3. Divide: 
a. 32.8 .:. 8 
.  
b. 1/4 = 
e. 1/500 = 
b. 23.6 
1.6 
-
b. .0702 : .27 
. 
o. 3/6 = 
t. 1/2600 = 
o. .oo8 
.07 
-
o • .64 : .oa 
4. Arrange in oo1~ form and add: .23, .046, ·.4, .221., .0223. 
6. Write ee.oh ratio in its simplest form: 
a. 16 minims to 30 minims = b. 16 ounoe s to 12 ounce a = 
o. 3:9: d. 9/12 = 
e. 18/6 = 
6. Test ee.oh of the following to see it the proportion is correct: 
a. 2 a 3 '' 8 s 12 b. 4/6 = 9/12 0• 1 : 2000 = 1/2 I 1000 
7. Find the "Value of X and check each answer: 
a. X/100 = 1/4 
b. .04/100 : 2/X 
b. X : 50 : 1/2 : 6 
d. .016/X = .48/1 
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a. state the formula for the proportion method used to prepare dosages 
from tablets. For each problem, state the amount of water used to 
prepare the dose of medication and the mnount of solution which was 
gi-ven to the patient as indicated. 
a. Give atropine gr. 1/100 from tablets labeled 0.00032 Gm. 
b. Give morphine 10 'mg. from tablets labeled gr. 1/4. 
c. Give sodium salicylate gr. xx from a solution labeled 0.64 Gm. in 
4 co. 
d. Give insulin units 25 from a U 40 solution. using a tuberculin 
syringe. 
APPENDIX G 
DIAGRAMMATIC DIUWING TO SHO.T 
POSSIBLE SITES OF DituG 
ACTION ON THE CEREBROSPINAL 
NERVOUS SYSTSM• 
I .. Cerebrura 
A. Motor .Area 
B. Taotile and Ki ne thetio 
0 • Vi stu·· l .Area 
D. Auditor:;r !rea 
E • Radia t. 5. ng Lini'J s 
"In e ' . ::. •3~-t.-ue.l ll.e a o~ . ic. as'' 
F. Base.~ C(:tnglic. 
IT . lr~dulla 
1. Re spin1 to:ry 
2. Vagus-~L>r Car diao 
InhiMtory 
3. Cardia~ Ac~ 0lerato~ 
Cente~ .. 
V sO!nOt '.'r t.: ot:Ls triotor 
5. Vomit.h tg 
6. Pupilla.r-y 
7. Ooug,~. 1. Se. i vs..tion, 
Snee::~.ng, Svmllowing, 
to . 
III . Spina.l (; ord 
Rei'lex CGrn,_:.:. ~ s , s.t all 
l e'V'811!1 
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*Fr om Maude B. li.UtiCJ~ Pr...e..rmaoology IU'ld 
_Thera~_ ~:.::±;.~ (PEi lidelphia, "&'""'undera , 
l944) , p.. i )( ' ~ 
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APPENDIX G-1 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF NURSING 
NU 112 • FUNDAMENTALS OF NURSING III 
Pharmacology Exercise 1 
Section B 
Date Assigned: 2-21-57 
Date Due: 3-7-57 
On the accompanying diagrammatic drawing: 
1. Portray the sites of the therapeutic a.otion or morphine on the 
central nervous system and list them. 
2. What are the therapeutic uses of this drug and the average dose'l 
3. What drugs belong to the opium group? 
It is suggested that red be used to indicate stimulation and blue to 
indicate depression. 
I 
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J.PPENDIX G·2 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF NURSING 
NU 112. FUNDAMENTALS OF NURSING III 
Pharmacolo~ Exercise III 
Seoion B 
Date Assigned: 3-'1-57 
Date Due: 3-21-5'1 
On the accompanying diagrammatic drawing: 
1. Portray the sites of the therapeutic action of atropine on the 
parasympathetic nervous system and list them. 
2. What are 'the therapeutic uses of this drug and the a-verage dose? 
3. What drugs belong to 'the atropine group? 
It is suggested tmt red be used to indicate stimulation and blue to 
indicate depression. 
-APPENDIX H 
NU 112. FU1TDAMENTALS OF NURSING III 
Seotion B 
Medications Pre~red and Administered bl students 
Dose Given Route of Classification Drug Aotion Whioh Justifies 
Name of Patient Medication and Time Administration System Drug other Its Selection in This Case Gro~ Class 
0) 
~ 
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APPENDIX I 
BOST.ON UNIVERSITY ~HOOL OF NURSDfG 
NU 112, FU'ND.AJr1ENTALS OF NURSI: NG III 
Pll.arnJa.ccloH Exercise V 
Sect on B 
Name ------------------------------- Date --------------
A. Examine the medic ins glass. 
1. What units are markBd on the glass?.' To which system of measure 
does each unit be long? 
Units System of Measure 
a. --------------------------
b. -------------------------
c.-------------------------
d. -------------------------
2. What is the capacity of the medicine glass according to each of 
these units? 
a. -------------------------
b. 
--------------------------
c.------------------------- d. --------------------------
B. Examine the minim graduate • 
1. What is the capacity of tile minim graduate in your textbook, 
page lO 1 C.. Figure 49? 
2. What is the oa:);6city of this minim. graduate? 
---------------------- or ----------------------
c. Equipment needed: 
Six medicine glasses Medicine dropper 
Minim glass knife 
Teaspoon and tablespoon 
5 cc • syringe 
Sodium chloride 
1. Jleasure each of the following amounts and place into a separate 
medicine glass: 
a. One teaspoon of water 
c. One dram of water 
e. gtts 60 of water 
2. What are your conclusions? 
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b. One teaspoon of sodium. chloride 
d. m 60 of water 
t. 4 cc. of water 
3. At what angle mould a dropper be held when masuring drops"/ 
4. Measure each of the following amounts and ple.oe into a separate 
medicine glass: 
a. 2 table spoons of water 
c. 1 table spoon of water 
e. 1 ounce of water 
g. 16 ml of water 
i. 30 Gm. of sodium ohlor ide 
b. 8 teaspoons or water 
d. 4 drams of water 
f. 4 teaspoons of sodium. chloride 
h. 30 cc. or water 
5. What conclusions can you :mke from the standpoint of equivalent 
measurements? 
D. Equipn:ent needed: 
Tumbler Quart container Pint container Cup 
Using water, determiilS the equivalent masurements or the above 
containers for liquids and solids. 
Liquid Mea sure Dry Measure 
1. Tumbler __ , 
2. Quart container=_,_,_,_ _,_._ 
3. Pint container 
--·-·- -·-·-
4. Cup 
--·-
II. Problems 
A. Solution from tull-strength drug. 
1. Prepare 1000 cc. of an isotonic saline solution. Formula: 
Desired strength:Available strength:sSclute:Total solution or 
90 
De aired strength _ Solute 
Available strength- -=T-ota~l:---s-o=-lu-:t-:1-o-n 
a. Work problem. supplying proof' ~t and state answer in the 
correct unit. 
b. To prepare the above solution, place_ of'-------
into a container and add 
-------------------------
2. Prepare 1000 co. of' o.S,C lysol solution. 
a. state f'onnula; work problem, supplying proof: and state 
answer in the correct 1m.it. 
b. To prepare the abow solution, place_ of-----------
into a graduate, or container, and add 
---------------
3. What difference did you note in the preparation of solutions in 
problems (1) and (2) above? 
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APPENDIX J 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF NURSING 
NU 112, FUNDAMENTALS OF NURSING III 
Pharmacology Quiz #1 
Section B 
Time: 30 Minute s 
Date Name 
-----------------------------------
Direotionst Each test item is followed by four possible answers. Seieot 
the one best answer and then nark an X on the line opposite 
your selection. 
1. Which of the following men was an authority on ne.teria medica?' 
a. Hippocrates b. Galen 
o. Dio scoride s d. Avicenna 
2. What is the origin of the oldest medical data? 
a. Greek b. Egyptian 
o. Arabian d. Chinese 
s. What law or a.ot regulates the importation, manufacture, sale and use 
of opium and cocaine and all their derivatives and compounds? 
a. The Pure Food Aot b. The Lullaby Aot 
o. The Harrison Narcotic Law d. The Barbiturate Law 
4. Whioh of the following books contain official drugs? 
(1) Useful Drugs 
(3) National Formulary 
a. One and two are oorreot 
(2) United states Pharmacopeia 
(4) N. N. R. 
b. Two is oorreot 
--
o • Two and three are correct 
--
d. All are correct except four __ 
5. What is the unit of volume or capacity in the mtric system1 
a. The kilogram b. The liter 
o. The milliliter d. The square meter 
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6. Wha-t; is the smallest uni-t; or :masure in 1ihe apothecaries -t;a.ble of 
weights? 
a. Minims b. Cubio cent;:lmeter 
c. Grain d. Milliliter 
7. What does the abbreviation q.i.d. mean? 
a. Twice daily b. Daily 
o. Four times a day d. Every four hours 
8. At what times should a medication which is ordered t.i.d. be gi~n in 
the MMH Hospitals1 
a. 9 AM. 1 PM, 5 PM 
o. 10 AM, 2 PM, 6 PM, lO PM 
b. 10 AM, 2 PM, 6 PM 
d. 10 AM, 6 PM 
9. Wha-t; is the rule for Qhanging milligrams to grams? 
a. The decimal poin-t; is moved two plaoes to the right. 
b. The deoilDa.l point is moved three plaoes to the right. 
o. The decimal point is moved three plaoes to the left. 
d. The decimal point is moved two plaoes to the left. 
10. What does the prefix deka :mean? 
a. Tenth b. Ten 
o. Hundred d. Thousand 
Direo-t;ionss Comple-t;e the following sta.1iemnts: 
11. What is the symbol for the following uni1is't 
a. Grain b. Dram 
o. Ounce d. Pint 
12. What is the symbol for each of' the following measures7 
a. 10 minims b. 8 fluidrams 
o. 16 fluidounces d. One half 
13. How many grams are there in a kilogram? 
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14. Write eaoh of the following nwnbers as a Roman numeral: 
a. 43 b. 50 
o. 579 d. 1957 
e. 440 
15. How many of the following; units are there in one dram? 
a. Cubic centimeters ___ co. b. Minims ___ m. 
c. Grams Gm. d. Grains 
---
___ Gr. 
e. Drops 
---
gtts. f. Teaspoon(s) 
--- tsp. 
g. Milliliters 
--- ml. 
16. What are fue ooll11lon approxiate metric equivalents of the following 
a potheoarie s mea sure s? 
a. 15 grains Gm. b. 60 grains Gm.. 
o. 1 grain Gm.. d. ss grain mg. 
e. iss grains mg. f. 1/4 grain Gm. 
g. 1/150 grain Gm.. h. 1/100 grain Gm. 
i. 1/200 grain Gm. j. 15 Ininims oo. 
k. 5 grains Gm. 1. One ounce oo. 
m. 1 pint oo. n. 1 quart oo. 
o. 8 drams ml. 
17. What are two principles to whioh a nurse should adhere when pouring 
and administering medications? 
a. 
b. ----------------------------- -------------------------------
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APPENDIX K 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF NURSING 
NU 112, FUNDAMENTALS OF NURSING III 
PharnBoology Quiz 1/=2 
Section B 
Time: 45 Minute a 
Date ~---------------------------------
Direotionst WOrk the following problems; state the formula for each 
problem; state the amount of solute and solvent used when 
preparation of solution so indicates including the amount 
given to the patient. 
1. Gi-ve ferrous sulphate 0.3 Gm. from ferrous sulphate labeled gr. v. 
2. Gi"\79 digitalis gr. 1 1/2 from digitalis labeled 0.1 Gm. 
3. Give phenobarbital 100 mg. from phenobarbital l.e.beled gr. 1/2. 
4. Prepare atropine su1pll&te 0.0006 Gm. (H) from atropine labeled gr. 
1/150 = 1 oo. 
5. Prepare morphine sulphate o.ooa Gm. (H) from morphine sulphate labeled 
gr. 1/C 1 oc. 
s. Prepare morphine sulphate 0.005 Gm. (H) from tablets labeled gr. 1/6. 
7. Prepare atropine sulphate gr. 1/200 (H) from atropine sulphate labeled 
gr. 1/150 = 1 oo. Use the pro~rtion method or formula for working 
t his problem. 
8. Prepare 500 co. of' 2% boric aoid solution :f'rama 5% solution. 
9. Prepare 1000 oc. of' lslOOO potassium permanga.nate solution from a 
1:40 solution. 
10. Prepare 500 oo. of' physiological saline solution. 
11. Prepare 2000 ml. of' bichloride of' mercury 1:1000 from tablets labeled 
gr. viiss. 
12. Prepare as muoh as possible of boric acid 2% solution from 100 oo. 
o:f' 5% solution. 
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APPENDIX L 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF NURSING 
NU 112, FUNDAMENTALS OF NURSING III 
Final Examination 
DIRECTIONS: In the following problems state: 
1. The unknown 
2. The formUla 
3. The solution of the problem, showi~ all steps 
4. Proof of the mathematics 
5. The complete answer. 
1. The doctor ordered streptomycin 250 mgm.. IM q4h. The label on the 
bottle reads 0.5 Gm./co. 
2. The doctor • s order reads as follows tor pre-operative medication: 
· Dilaudid gr. 1/64 s.c. @ 8 AM. 
Dil&udid gr. 1/64) @ 9 AM Atropine 0.4 mgm..) s.c. • 
The label on the dilaudid ampule reads gr. 1/32/oc. 
The label on the atropine vial reads gr. 1/t00/1.5 co. 
gr. 1/150/.1 oo • 
gr. l/200/0.75 co. 
3. The Medicine card reads Sodium salicylate 1.28 Gm. The solution in 
the medicine cabinet is labeled 0.64 .Gm. in 4 oc. How much would you 
give?' 
4. The doctor ordered scopolamine tablets 0.0004 Gm. · The tablets a-ve.il-
able are labeled 0.0003 Gm. How would you prepare the hypodermic and 
how muoh would you give? 
5. The doc'bor ordered units 15 ot regular insulin. The available dose is 
units 40. The only syringe avails. ble is a 'tuberculin syringe. 
The doctor ordered units 20 from units 40 insulin. How many units 
would you give using a U 40 syringe? using a U 80 syringe'? 
6. The doctor ordered sulphadiazine gr. xxx. The drug is labeled in 
grams. How many grams would you give? 
7. The dootor ordered heparin 75 mgm. IM stat. The dose available is 
200 mgm../oc. HoW much would you give? 
8. The doctor ordered 4% boric acid solution 0 • 5 L for a wet dressing. 
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9. The dootor ordered aoopolamine gr. l/100. The available dose is gr. 
l/200 in 16 minims. How mny minims would you give 'l 
10. The order reads "magnesium sulphate 15 Gms." The nsdioation is 
available in sqlution marked 50% solution. How muoh of the solution 
would you gi ve'l 
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